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Abstract

In the information age, access to data is easily achieved thanks to the devel-

opment of new advanced sensors and information sources, able to measure

all kind of features, to acquire several kind of information and to transfer

those data fast and effectively all over the world.

Taking into account newly developed sensors and networks, the access

and communication of information are not unyielding and crucial as their

analysis, aggregation and elaboration.

It is within this context, that of Data Fusion finds its applicability. At

the end of the 1990, Data Fusion doctrine is formalized as the ensemble

of scientific techniques and algorithms, properly implemented in a single

framework that is able to: (a) support human operators to gather huge

quantities of heterogeneous data (some of which may not be synchronized)

from sensors observing the scenario of interest; (b) detect and classify objects

acting in the scenario; (c) understand the relationships among them, and the

intent, and threats that they could cause; (d) foresee future evolutions of the

scenario; and (e) take the best decisions in order to maximize human operator

utility.

The above mentioned process has been formalized in the Joint Directors

of Laboratories (JDL) model, and progressively revised mainly to give greater

emphasis to the human operator as an active sensor within the process, and

to evaluate the quality of the whole inference process.

Within the Data Fusion process, the goal of Situation Awareness (JDL

Level 2) is to recognize relationships existing among objects observed in

the scenario, in order to recognize situations of interest, and evaluate their

threats. Hence, Situation Awareness should help human operators to be
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aware of the context they are observing, especially when the scenario is

wide, or phenomena observed are complex and evolve fast.

The focus of this PhD thesis is exactly Situation Awareness, and in parti-

cular knowledge management: in order to recognize situations and infer them

from observations, knowledge models describing situations of interest must

be effective, correct, and should be able to catch relevant and discriminant

aspects.

The definition of a good knowledge model is crucial for effective Situa-

tion Awareness, and it is usually hard because it requires experience in the

domain, or the availability of huge quantities of data to be input to learning

algorithms (that generates usually models difficult to interpretate). More-

over, once the model has been defined, the evaluation of its quality is difficult,

especially in real-time, because the truth about the observed situation is not

known.

The goal of this thesis has been the investigation about effective know-

ledge management for correct inferences, and in particular the following as-

pects of knowledge management have been considered:

• real-time knowledge model construction with regard to specific situa-

tions or events of interest, adopting Data Mining techniques;

• real-time knowledge model refinement, according to metrics expressing

the adequacy of the model to the observations gathered.

Knowledge models employed in Situation Awareness usually differ from

each depending on the mathematical approach adopted (Bayesian approach

refers to Bayesian Networks, Hidden Markov Models requires a probabilistic

inference algorithm, Evidence theory refers to cause-effects models). In this

work, real-time model construction has been apply to Hidden Markov Mo-

dels; while real-time knowledge refinement has been investigated with regard

to Evidence Theory.

Moreover, considerations derived from the implementation of Situation

Awareness frameworks within the military context and critical infrastructure

protection domain have been reported.

Majour results of this research can be summarized in the characterization

of the agility measure, able to quantify the capability of a model to revise



itself by evaluating inconsistencies, contradictions and errors, and taking into

account uncertainty of information employed.

Model agility has be identified as a powerful feature in JDL Level 4 Pro-

cess Refinement, because it can guide and improve the overall data collection

process, eventually cueing the user or the system to search for lacking infor-

mation.

Main features identified for an agile model are the following:

• an agile model does not require to be perfect since its construction: it

can be obtained with imperfect knowledge of the whole system, because

it is able to learn from its experience;

• agility extends the model lifetime: agile models are able to manage a

greater number of scenarios that maybe were not even included when

the model was created;

• an agile model is more resilient, more robust, and able to perform

better and wider range of real life scenarios.

Investigations about agility measure within Evidence Theory, have high-

lighted the inability of knowledge models and algorithms to recognize time-

dependent situations. In this regard, the trend of the empty set mass has

been identified as an agility measure, able to identify the fitness of the model

to the observed situations, and in particular model inadequacy to describe,

and hence recognize, time-dependent patterns. It has been shown how to

employ the measure for model review and correction, in order to allow in

Evidence Theory dynamic pattern recognition, besides to static classifica-

tion.

Finally, research conducted for this PhD thesis have lead to the definition

of a system architecture combining Data Mining and Data Fusion techniques

in order to allow the construction of knowledge models able to recognize

effectively situations of interest, that can be specified by the user in real-

time. In the proposed framework Data Mining approach is employed to

define correlations among data stored in databases, and events or objects of

interest for the user; mined correlations are employed to build in real-time

knowledge models to be adopted in the Situation Awareness process.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Multi-sensor Data Fusion

In the information age, access to data is easily achieved thanks to the devel-

opment of new advanced sensors and information sources, able to measure

all kind of features, to acquire several kind of information and to transfer

those data fast and effectively all over the world.

Taking into account newly developed sensors and networks, the access

and communication of information are not unyielding and crucial such as

their analysis, aggregation, and elaboration.

Within this context, the aim of the data fusion discipline finds its ap-

plicability. At the end of 1990’s, Data Fusion doctrine is formalized as the

ensemble of scientific techniques and algorithms, properly implemented in

a framework, able to support human operators to gather huge quantities,

heterogeneous and eventually not synchronized data from a set of sensors

observing the scenario of interest, even wide and complex; to detect and

classify objects existing and interacting in the scenario; to understand rela-

tionships among them, their intent, and the threats that they could cause; to

foresee future evolutions for the scenario and to take best decisions in order

to maximize human operator utility.

Hence, Data Fusion techniques combine data from multiple sensors and

related information to achieve more specific inferences than could be achieved

by using a single, independent sensor. The concept of multi-sensor Data

1



1.Introduction

Fusion is hardly new. As humans and animals have evolved, they have de-

veloped the ability to use multiple senses to help them survive. For exemple,

assessing the quality of an edible substance may not be possible using only

the sensor of vision; the combination of sight, touch, smell, and taste is far

more effective. Similary, when vision is obstructed by structures and veg-

etation, the sense of hearing can provide advanced warnings of impending

dangers. Thus, multisensory data fusion is naturally performed by animals

and humans to assess more accurately the surranding environment and to

identify threats, thereby improving their chances of survival. While the con-

cept of Data Fusion is not new, the emergence of new sensors, advanced

processing techniques, and improved processing hardware have made real-

time fusion of data increasingly viable.

Applications for multisensor data fusion are widespread. Military appli-

cations include automated target recognition, guidance for autonomous vehi-

cles, remote sensing, battle-field surveillance, and automated threat recogni-

tion systems, such as identification-friend-foe-neutral (IFFN) systems. Non-

military applications include monitoring of manufacturing processes, condition-

based maintenance of complex machinery, robotics, and medical applications.

Techniques to combine or fuse data are drawn from a diverse set of more

traditional disciplines, including digital signal processing, statistical estima-

tion, control theory, artificial intelligence, and classic numerical methods.

Historically, data fusion methods were developed primarily for military ap-

plications. However, in recent years, these methods have been applied to

civilian applications and a bidirectional transfer of technology has begun.

The following sections provide an overview on models formalizing the

data fusion process, with a particular focus on processes involved in the Si-

tuation Awareness, the main topic of this PhD thesis. Moreover, an overview

about disciplines, techniques and open researches involved in the Data Fusion

process is reported.

1.2 Models for Data Fusion Frameworks

In order to improve communications of scientists and experts working on

Data Fusion, a formalization of the processes involved has been required.

2



1.Introduction

In past years, several models have been proposed, but the most pop-

ular one is definitively the JDL Data Fusion model, which was formalized

by the Joint Directors of Laboratories (JDL) Data Fusion Working Group.

Recently, scientists have formulated evolutions of the JDL model and have

employed it as the basis for new models, focused on particular aspects.

Because of the importance of the JDL model, the Data Fusion models

described hereafter, will be discussed in its context.

1.2.1 DIKW Hierarchy and Abstraction of Knowledge

The traditional Data Information Knowledge and Wisdom (DIKW) hierar-

chy 1.1 organizes data, information, knowledge, and wisdom in layers with

an increasing level of abstraction and addition of knowledge, starting from

the bottommost data layer. The hierarchy bears some resemblance to the

JDL data fusion model in the sense that both start from raw transactional

data to yield knowledge at an increasing level of abstraction.

Figure 1.1: Data Information Knowledge and Wisdom hierarchy

Layers characterizing the model are:

• Data Layer - Data are transactional, physical, and isolated records of

activity (e.g., Signal Intelligence (SIGINT) reports, facts, or figures

3



1.Introduction

obtained from experiments or surveys). Data are the most basic level

and by themselves have little purpose and meaning.

• Information Layer - Information is semantic interpretation of data or

represents relationships between data with meaning and purpose (e.g.,

tank unit at a certain battlefield location, presence of an enemy unit

in a defensive posture).

• Knowledge Layer - Knowledge is general awareness or possession of

information, facts, ideas, truths, or principles. Knowledge is generally

personal and subjective.

• Wisdom Layer - Wisdom is knowledge of what is true or right, coupled

with just judgment as to action. Wisdom is the knowledge and expe-

rience needed to make the right decisions and judgments in actions.

Thus data are the basic unit of information, which in turn is the basic unit

of knowledge, which in turn is the basic unit of wisdom.

1.2.2 OODA Loop

One of the first Command, Control, Communications, Computers, and Intel-

ligence (C4I) architectures is the Observe-Orient-Decide-Act (OODA) Loop

[2], shown in Figure 1.2.

The OODA architecture was developed by Col. John Boyd, USAF [1]

during the Korean War while referring to the ability possessed by fighter

pilots that allowed them to succeed in combat. Observations in OODA refer

to scanning the environment and gathering information from it, orientation

is the use of the information to form a mental image of the circumstances,

decision is considering options and selecting a subsequent course of action,

and action refers to carrying out the conceived decision.

1.2.3 Rasmussen Information Processing Hierarchy

Rasmussen’s three-tier model of human information processing [3] [4], is

shown in Figure 1.3. The arch in Rasmussen’s skill, rule, knowledge (SRK)

model represents the flow of information through the human decision maker.
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1.Introduction

Figure 1.2: Boyd’s OODA Loop

The left side of the arch corresponds to stimulus processing, and the right

side corresponds to motor processing. Processing is divided into three broad

categories, corresponding to activities at three different levels of complexity.

Figure 1.3: Rasmussen hierarchy of human information processing

5



1.Introduction

• Skill-Based Processing - At the lowest level is skill-based sensorimotor

behavior, such as perceptual feature extraction and hand-eye coordi-

nation. This level represents the most automated, largely unconscious

level of skilled performance (e.g., identification of a tank by looking at

raw sensor reports).

• Rule-Based Processing - At the next level is rule-based behavior, exem-

plified by procedural skills for well-practiced tasks such as the identifi-

cation of an enemy unit composition based on its numbers and relative

locations.

• Knowledge-Based Processing - Knowledge-based behavior represents

the most complex cognitive processing used to handle novel, complex,

situations where no routines or rules are available for handling situ-

ations. Examples of this type of processing include interpretation of

unusual behavior, and generating a Course of Action (COA) based on

enemy unit size and behavior.

The Generic Error Modeling System (GEMS) [6] is an extension of Ras-

mussen’s approach, which describes the competencies needed by workers

to perform their roles in complex systems. GEMS describes three major

categories of errors: skill-based slips and lapses, rule-based mistakes, and

knowledge-based mistakes. See [5] for an instantiation of the information

processing hierarchy to implement an agent to amplify human perception

and cognition.

1.2.4 JDL model and its developments

The first version of the model is a two-layer hierarchy, Figure 1.4. At the

top level, the data fusion process is conceptualized by sensor inputs, human-

computer interaction, database management, source preprocessing, and four

key subprocesses:

• Level 1 processing (Object Refinement) is aimed at combining sensor

data to obtain the most reliable and accurate estimate of an entity’s

position, velocity, attributes, and identity;

6



1.Introduction

• Level 2 processing (Situation Refinement) dynamically attempts to

develop a description of current relationships among entities and events

in the context of their environment;

• Level 3 processing (Threat Refinement) projects the current situation

into the future draw inferences about enemy threats, friend and foe

vulnerabilities, and opportunities for operations;

• Level 4 processing (Process Refinement) is a meta-process that mon-

itors the overall data fusion process to asses and improve real-time

system performance.

Figure 1.4: JDL model

As it is noticeable, sources of information for the overall framework are

supposed to be both local and distributed. The output of the elaborations

is presented to the final user through proper Human Computer Interface.

The Database Management System represents the set of databases and tools

necessary to provide information for the fusion process (e.g., pre-defined and

learned knowledge models or fusion rules); to archive data to be fused and

to archive results of elaborations. The Source Pre-Processing module aims

to perform all operations required by specific sensors before data elaboration

(e.g., word extraction from audio signals).

7
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The most mature area of data fusion process is Level 1 processing, e.g.,

using multisensor data to determine the position, velocity, attributes, and

identity of individual objects or entities. Determining the position and ve-

locity of an object based on multiple sensor observations or tracks, and esti-

mating the position and velocity of a target. Multi-sensor target tracking is

dominated by sequential estimation techniques such as Kalman filter. Chal-

lenges in this area involve circumstances in which there is a dense target

environment, rapidly maneuvering targets, or complex signal propagation

environments (e.g., involving multipath propagation, cochannel interference,

or clutter). However, single-target tracking in excellent signal-to-noise en-

vironments for dynamically well behaved target is a straightforward, easily

solved problem. Current research focuses on solving the assignment and

maneuvering target problem. Techniques such as multiple-hypothesis track-

ing (MHT), probabilistic data association methods, random set theory, and

multiple criteria optimization theory are being used to resolve these issues.

Some researchers are utilizing multiple techniques simultaneously, guided by

a knowledge-based system capable of selecting the appropriate solution based

on algorithm performance. A special problem in Level 1 processing involves

the automatic identification of targets based on observed characteristics or

attributes. To date, object recognition has been dominated by feature-based

methods in which a feature vector (e.g., representation of the sensor data) is

mapped into feature space areas for several classes of target). More research

is needed in this area to guide the selection of features and to incorporate

explicit knowledge about target classes. For example, syntactic methods

provide additional information about makeup of target. In addition, some

limited research is proceeding to incorporate contextual information, such as

target mobility with respect to terrain, to assist in target identification.

Level 2 and Level 3 fusion (situation refinement and threat refinement)

are currently dominated by knowledge-based methods such as rule-based

blackboard systems. In these areas, the most relevant problem is related

to the representation and construction of models of knowledge in specific

domains of interest. A system able to reason about situations and threats

cannot be generalized, it needs to know entities and relations characterizing

the operative context. This seems to be the most relevant limitation for

8



1.Introduction

level 2 and 3 systems. Research must be done to identify a standard metho-

dology to represent knowlodge and to investigate algorithms able to handle

those models, and with uncertain and heterogeneous information, in order

to infer situations and threats. Recently, the ontological approach seems to

be accepted as a promising way to represent knowledge about entities and

relations existing among them; moreover probabilistic algorithms start to be

investigated to manage ontologies and reasoning about them are being inves-

tigated. Other promising approaches are driven from Bayesian framework,

Evidence Theory, Neural Networks and Markov Models.

Bayesian Net (BN) approach relies on Bayes theory and allows building of

graphical models, highlighting cause relations about entities of the domain;

however, some cons are related to the huge number of parameters needed

to build BNs and to high computational load in cases of BNs with many

variables.

Evidence Theory (ET) allows managing fuzzy information with efficient

algorithms, capable of discovering contradictions among information acquired

and to highlight incompleteness of models adopted. The counterpart is that

it is not well suited for time-dependent modeling of situations and threats,

despite Markov Model (MM) approach.

MMs allow to model dynamic situations and threats and in literature

algorithms exist to employ asynchronous, heterogeneous information and to

refine model parameters as well as new data are acquired.

Finally, Neural Network (NN) approach has the advantage of building

good models, eventually non-linear, but it is usually impossible to identify

a semantic meaning to them and much training data are required for their

definition.

Level 4 processing, which assesses and improves the performance and op-

eration of an ongoing data fusion processes, has a mixed maturity. For single

sensor operations, techniques from operations research and control theory

have been applied to develop effective systems, even for complex single sen-

sors such as phased array radars. In contrast, situations that involve multiple

sensors, external mission constraints, dynamic observing environments, and

multiple targets are more challenging. To date, considerably difficulty has

been encountered in attempting to model and incorporate mission objectives

9



1.Introduction

and constraints to balance optimized performance with limited resources,

such as computing power and communication bandwidth, and other effects.

Methods from utility theory are being applied to develop measures of sys-

tem performance and measures of effectiveness. Knowledge-based systems

are being developed for context-based approximate reasoning. Significant

improvements will result from the advent of smart, self-calibrating sensors,

which can accurately and dynamically assess their own performance.

Recent developments on the JDL model have led to its revision as shown

in Figure 1.5, where Level 5 User Refinement has been introduced, as ex-

plained in [31].

Figure 1.5: JDL model review

1.3 Situation Awareness

1.3.1 Endsley model for Situation Awareness

While the JDL model is a functional model for the data fusion process, it

does not model it from a human perspective. A human operator/analyst

becomes aware of certain situations (or achieves situation awareness) based

on either the results from his or her own cognitive processes or the results

10



1.Introduction

produced by an automated Situation Assessment (SA) tool built on some

processing model such as the JDL model. Such an automated SA tool does

not have to mimic the complex human cognitive processes (in fact the JDL

model and many other computational models do not). Endsley in [7] for-

mally defines situation awareness as the perception of the elements in the

environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their

meaning, and the projection of their state in the future. The three levels of

Situation Awareness (SAW), namely perception, comprehension, and projec-

tion, as shown in Figure 1.6, parallel the corresponding levels in the JDL

model. The levels in the JDL model can be viewed as processes producing

results to help a human operator became aware of the situation at hand.

Figure 1.6: Situation Awareness model

In accordance to Endsley model

• Level 1 represents the Perception of Elements in Current Situation - A

human operator needs to perceive the status, attributes, and dynamics

of relevant elements in the environment, including the current and

historical movements of both friendly and hostile units, their types,

terrain, and weather. The information overloading problem can easily

rise in a dynamic, high-tempo, operational environment.

• Level 2 represents the Comprehension of Current Situation - A human

operator needs to comprehend the situation based on a synthesis of

perceived elements along with the mission at hand. The level provides

a holistic picture of the environment relating the disjointed perceived

elements. For example, upon observing some probing activities by an

11
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adversarial force in an area within an urban environment, the opera-

tor quickly determines the seriousness of the problem in terms of a

coordinated attack by combining other contextual knowledge, which

may include high-value targets in the area, previous activities, and ca-

pabilities. The degree of comprehension by a human operator varies

according to the operator’s level of experience. A novice operator may

be capable of achieving the same Level 1 situation awareness as a more

experienced operator, but may not be able to integrate various per-

ceived elements along with the mission in order to comprehend the

situation.

• Level 3 represents the Projection of Future States - A human operator

needs to understand what will happen in the near future based on both

understanding of dynamics of the perceived elements and comprehen-

sion of the current situation. This level provides the knowledge and

time necessary to decide on a suitable course of action to deal with

threatening situations.

1.3.2 Open Issues

Within SAW the following research fields can be investigated:

• knowledge model management - before recognizing undergoing situa-

tions, humans need to know situations. If humans don’t have expe-

rience of what they are observing, evidences will remain uncorrelated

observations, and they will not be able to progress from looking to

understanding. In this regard, it is crucial that the management of

knowledge employed in the inference process, and in particular issues

related to reference model representation, learning, definition and re-

finement, must be considered.

• inference algorithms - once the knowledge model has been defined, it

is necessary to fit evidences gathered in the reference model in order

to identify the best-fitting pattern for the evidences gathered. In this

regard several issues should be addressed such as the synchronization

of evidences acquired, the trustworthiness of information sources, the

12
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management of missing or uncertain information, the management of

cause and effect, and the temporal relations among evidences.

• performance evaluation - one of the most difficult tasks is related to

the evaluation of elaborations performed by a SAW framework. In

this regard it is necessary to identify metrics to assess the quality and

correctness of inferences. This can usually be done only if the truth

is known and hence it is employable as a reference for elaborations. If

the truth is not completely known or it is ambiguous, as it is usually

the case of reality, then the evaluation of SAW elaborations is not a

trivial task.

• SAW results visualization - the aim of the data fusion discipline is to

increase the awareness of the user when it is not able to quickly under-

stand what is happening in the nearby context. This problem could

arise when there is too much data, the observation field is too wide, or

processes observed are complex. In order to achieve the goal in data

fusion, a crucial aspect is to consider the presentation of elaboration

results to the user. In this regard, a good balance must be achieved

between providing the user with many details and with a syntesis of the

scenario. Too many details could affect the ability to quick uderstand

the scenario, but they help the analysis process; synthesis helps users

to have the overview about the observed scenario, but could omit rel-

evant details to the user. Therefore, human computer interfaces must

be accurately studied to be effective for users in accordance with their

mission and should employ alternative tools to ensure effectiveness. In

certain cases, the overall goal of the data fusion process can be achieved

by just adopting good visualization.

1.4 PhD thesis research topics: motivations and

goals

Main focus of this PhD thesis is the SAW discipline. The work started from

addressing practical issues derived from the application of SAW method-

ologies and to the implementation of the SAW framework, in the military

13
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domain and in the critical infrastructure protection field. Requirements com-

ing from final users, architecture definition and choices about methodologies

to employ have been addressed and reported in this PhD thesis.

Taking into account experiences derived from the implementation issues,

the focus turned towards knowledge model management. The interest arises

from the firm belief that dogmatic reference models and closed world as-

sumption are not suitable for SAW; and from the importance of effective

reference models to achieve the right understanding of observed situations.

To this purpose, tools supporting users in model definition, refinement and

updating are of great importance.

With this regard, agility metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of know-

ledge models have been defined, and the analysis of agility has been con-

ducted for different knowledge models employed by different inference method-

ologies.

A final analysis has regarded the comparison and the evaluation of sy-

nergies existing between Data Mining and Data Fusion, especially with the

purpose of knowledge model definition and learning.
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Chapter 2

Agile Models for Situation

Awareness

A relevant issue felt in the domain of Situation Awareness is related to the

definition of models describing situations and threats of interest. Actually,

the widely adopted approaches are based on two phases: employ training

data as input of learning algorithms, and then validate the built model

through other sets of data, gathered from the field. Model construction

is therefore considered as an off-line process, and model correction is con-

templated in terms of little adjustments in real-time applications. Great

advantages could be derived by the employment of agile models, able to re-

vise themselves evaluating model inconsistencies, contradictions and errors,

or taking into account user information.

In this work, the analysis of model agility is conducted with regard to the

Evidence Theory approach, a technique adopted in the domain of Situation

Awareness to perform automated reasoning on time-independent models and

static pattern recognition. In particular, possible metrics to highlight on-

line model inconsistencies will be investigated and evaluated in a case study

driven from the Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) domain.
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2.Agile Models for Situation Awareness

2.1 Overview on Knowledge Representation for Si-

tuation Awareness

Within the context of Information Fusion, a capability required to automate

reasoning systems, is to understand relationships among objects of interests

and to assess the threats they could cause. This capability, together with

others related to the data fusion domain [32], is well defined as Level 2 and 3

of the Joint Directors of Laboratory (JDL) model, i.e., Situation Assessment

and Threat Assessment, also referred to as Situation Awareness.

Since the Information Fusion Theory has gained relevance, many ap-

proaches have been studied to perform inference, starting from rough data as

Probabilistic Bayesian Networks [8], Evidence Theory [58], Neural Networks

[35] and Markov Models [9]. Each of the mentioned approaches allows to

classify and recognize situations and threats, previously modeled in a proper

way, employing even uncertain and imprecise information gathered from the

field. In particular, depending on the empirical structure of the knowledge,

different models and inferring techniques are better suited to represent the

domain of interest: for example, hierarchical knowledge is well represented

by cause and effect Bayesian Nets; flat and time-independent knowledge can

be managed with Evidence Theory models; time-dependent patterns are well

recognized by Markov Models. Finally, complex, non-linear systems can be

modeled by Neural Networks.

The success of all techniques depends strictly on the adequateness of the

model describing the world of interest, and the corresponding techniques,

which contemplate model learning and upgrading. For example, the Viterbi

algorithm [10] allows Hidden Markov Model parameter re-estimation as well

as observations. Bayesian Network learning algorithms exist for parameter

estimation or network structure estimation [11]. Finally, Neural Networks

can be defined after a training and validation phase.

All mentioned techniques require a previous definition of a model for

the area of interest, usually this task is performed off-line. Then the model

is applied in application, thanks to data gathered from the observed reality.

The obtained model has the ability to work only for the specific case for which

it has been created and it can be only tuned with regard to some parameters
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during the on-line learning process. We think that a model should be tested

also in real-time context where the model can change during time for some

reasons, such as when the environment changes. The model should be also

agile in order to evaluate reshaping information. By this way, the model can

also be obtained with imperfect knowledge of the whole system, and it could

then be able to learn from its experience. In this paper, the main idea is to

determine metrics able to understand evolutions in the observed situations

and make Evidence Theory able to change idea about classified situations.

Knowledge representation is felt as a crucial issue by the Situation Aware-

ness community, as demonstrated by Endsley in [15], where wrong inferences

are correlated to possible errors in knowledge modeling. Many efforts have

been undertaken to define a standard model representation and to build a

sort of knowledge base, at least for specific domains of real world. In this

sense, ontologies [21] seem to have gained wide consensus in the community,

but further works are required before a considerable number of domains will

be covered, and further works will be needed to adapt ontologies to the

different inferring techniques. Up to now, experiments can be found in [48],

demonstrating the applicability of the probabilistic approach to ontological

models.

In order to measure the effectiveness of Information Fusion systems, sev-

eral studies have been conducted to define metrics for each of the JDL levels,

see [12] and [13]. In general, the following metrics are identified for the Situa-

tion Awareness evaluation: timeliness, confidence, cost, accuracy, throughput.

The evaluation of each metric is not trivial, as well as the definition of the

best practice to adopt once the metrics have been computed (e.g., if the ac-

curacy of a system is low, how is it possible to improve it?). In several works,

model refinement is regarded as an off-line task for human operators, as in

[23]. Metrics evaluation usually requires the comparison between inferences

elaborated by the system and reality. This kind of comparison is possible

only in off-line validation processes and not in real-time operations, when

reality is not known and must be assessed. For these reasons, the mentioned

metrics are not suitable for real-time evaluations of the system; such kind of

metrics cannot rely on reality, but must take into account only the intrinsic

characteristics of the model itself.
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In this work, we take into account Evidence Theory, as a simple tech-

nique to score different situations. Smets’ Transferable Belief Model is a

mathematical representation of the Evidence Theory related to the concept

of belief measures. This method allows the user to score different situati-

ons because of some information called evidence. The method considers the

uncertainty of the model, defining not a probability measure but rather a

confidence interval. This interval has lower and upper bounds, which rep-

resent the belief and the plausibility measures, respectively. The greatest

disadvantage of the Evidence Theory is the computational complexity due

to the definition of the power set. The power set is the set of all possible

subset of all the considered situations.

2.1.1 Related Works

In this work we focus on the crucial aspect of knowledge model definition

and management. In particular, we assume that a model for a certain do-

main of interest is given (through learning algorithms or defined by experts),

and we investigate metrics able to highlight in real-time modeling errors and

inconsistencies. We believe that it is of great importance for the user to un-

derstand as soon as possible if the knowledge model employed by the system

is inadequate, so that model correction can be performed manually by the

user, or automatically by the system. Model correction techniques go beyond

the goals of this work, therefore few considerations on the topic are provided.

The main focus is on the knowledge model employed by Evidence Theory,

characterized by a flat structure, suitable for classification of static situati-

ons and threats. Simulation results are reported to show characteristics of

inferences and define metrics for real-time model effectiveness evaluation are

reported.

To our knowledge, in literature problems of real-time model correction

and metrics have been addressed in different works, but from a different

perspective. In real-time learning, the definition of an initial model and its

upgrading through real-time experiences in real world is contemplated. In

this approach, if the initial model defines few and simple actions, there is a

good chance that its validity is granted and modeling errors are unlikely to
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occur. Despite this, simple initial models need a huge number of real-time

adjustments before being effective, and in the meanwhile, agent behaviour

could seem inadequate. Complex initial model definition requires high initial

efforts, therefore the chance of modeling errors and inconsistencies is high.

The advantage is fast availability of effective models for real world operations

and few real-time adjustment requirements. In summary, the complexity

of the initial model in real-time learning algorithms should be a trade off

between the mentioned aspects.

Works dealing with real-time learning approach mainly focus mainly on

model upgrading policies and real-time performances, rather than on model

error correction and metrics for well-built models, as in [14] and [18]. In

both papers the adequateness of the initial model is not at all discussed at

all.

In [16], [24] and [17], are proposed different learning algorithms to build

Markov Models, describing respectively a strategic game, automata behaviour

and a generic dynamic system, respectively, are proposed. All approaches

are focused on a learning strategy that does not count on an initial model,

therefore the problem of model validation is not taken into account.

In [19] and [20] the problem of repairing incorrect knowledge after off-

line model construction are discussed. Despite our work, model correction

is performed off-line, and is based on the analysis of inconsistencies in the

learned model. Once inconsistencies are identified, they are corrected or

inserted in the model as exceptions, so that the final model provided to the

inference system is coherent and well-defined.

Another research domain that could be correlated to the study proposed

in this work is the one of anomalies detection, in fact an anomly can be

regarded as a mismatch from a given model. The common approach adopted

in this field and also in [22], is to define off-line a model for normal situations

and a different model for abnormal situations, so that in real-time operations,

anomalies can be recognized as well as normal situations. The need for

abnormal behaviour models arises to avoid that real-time false alarms are

generated each time that discrepancies with the models occur. Works in

anomaly detection field mainly focus on off-line abnormal model definition

techniques, despite of the proposed study whose goal is to highlight in real-
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time a mismatch between world representation and the on-going situation.

The mismatch could occur even between reality and an abnormal behaviour

model, suggesting modeling errors even in anomaly representation.

2.2 Evidence Theory Applied to Situation Aware-

ness

The term Evidence Theory was coined by Shafer in [58], reinterpreting the

work of Dempster [25] on how to represent and aggregate epistemic uncer-

tainty.

Evidence Theory [58] found its application in the domain of Situation

Awareness [26], as a framework to classify static, time-independent patterns

of situations. The approach consists in putting in relation evidences gathered

from the field with causes that could have generated those evidences. Each

time evidences are acquired, the set of possible causes becomes smaller and

smaller, until the identification of the most plausible one. Evidences can be

heterogeneous and even asynchronous, and they can be treaten also as fuzzy

variables [45].

Evidence theory has been applied in many contexts, like statistical in-

ference, fault diagnosis, and risk analysis. Other application fields include

image processing and pattern identification or recognition. In [27] a target

track identification based on a radar information has been implemented, with

the aim to identify hostile flying objects.

In the rest of this section Evidence Theory knowledge model characteri-

stics and inference algorithms are presented.

2.2.1 Knowledge Representation

Knowledge model employed in Evidence Theory is typically characterized by

a flat structure that can be represented as a bipartite graph G = (Ω,Φ,Λ),

see Figure 2.1, where:

• Ω represents the set of situations to be classified and that should be

mutually exclusive and exhaustive;
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• Φ is the set of evidence that can be gathered from the scenario;

• Λ contains direct edges in the form (ωi;φj), where ωi ∈ Ω and φj ∈ Φ.

Edges express correlation between situations and evidences. When specific

evidence is acquired from the field, the corresponding situations are sup-

ported. In Evidence Theory, model structure is assumed to be fixed, that is

why time-dependent patterns cannot be represented.

Figure 2.1: Evidence Theory knowledge model

For example, let Ω = {ω1 · · ·ωn} be a finite set of possible values of a

variable ω, where the elements ωi are assumed to be mutually exclusive and

exhaustive (e.g., different positions, different behaviors, different situations,

etc.). Suppose that only vague evidence is available in order to distinguish

between the different values; for instance, during a crime investigation, a

witness has seen a long haired subject in the nearby of the crime scene, while

another witness has heard a female voice. These two observations apply to

subsets of the suspects, and there is the need to compose them in order

to determine the guilty. From a set theoretical point of view, this means
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that, for each observation, a value is assigned to the corresponding subset of

suspects, and these values are composed for the single suspect by considering

the values associated to all the subsets of the suspects that contain that

specific person. Note that, in principle, all the subsets of the suspects have

to be considered, and the resulting set, namely Power Set, has a number of

elements that is exponential in the number of suspects. Specifically, if the

generic subset of suspects is denoted as γi, the power set originated by the

set Ω, is denoted by Γ or 2Ω and is defined as Γ = {γ1 · · · γ|Γ|}, and contains

every subset γi ⊆ Ω, see Figure 2.2.

In this framework, the focus is on quantifying the belief of propositions

of the form: the true value ω is contained in γi.

Figure 2.2: Evidence Theory model example

2.2.2 Inference Algorithm

Let us now introduce a basic belief assignment, that is a choice for the beliefs

of sets γi.

Basic Belief Assignment - A function m : 2Ω → [0, 1] is called a basic
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belief assignment (BBA) if

m(∅) = 0 (2.1)∑
γa∈Γ

m(γa) = 1 (2.2)

Thus for γa ∈ Γ, m(γa) is the part of belief that supports exactly γa, i.e.

the fact that the true value of ω is in γa. However, due to the ambiguity of

observations, there is no insight about the subsets of γa. The first condition

reflects the fact that no belief should be committed to the empty set ∅ and
the second condition reflects that the total belief has measure one.

Notice thatm(γa) andm(γb) can be both equal to zero even ifm(γa∪γb) 6= 0.

Furthermore, m(·) is not monotone under inclusion, i.e. γa ⊂ γb does not

imply m(γa) < m(γb).

Let us now define a belief function.

Belief Function - A function Bel : 2Ω → [0, 1] is called belief function over

Ω if it satisfies the following relationship:

Bel(γa) =
∑
γb⊆γa

m(γb) (2.3)

This function quantifies the total specific amount of belief supporting the

event, and it is often taken into account in the decision making process after

data aggregation has been performed [28].

The main criticism to Shafer formulation concerns the application of the

Dempster-Shafer (DS) combination rule. In fact, whenever there is a strong

conflict between sources to be combined, the straightforward application of

DS combination rule can lead to pathological behaviors, eventually reinfor-

cing the opinion with minimum belief [29].

To face such an issue, Philip Smets [30] proposed the Transferable Belief

Model (TBM). The TBM theory, like the Shafer formulation, relies on the

concept of BBA, but relaxes the assumption of m(∅) = 0. This allows

to explicitly take into account the level of contradiction in the information

sources.

Within the TBM model it is possible to combine different and contradic-

tory information sources by composing the masses associated to each source,
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by means of the so called Smets operator. In the TBM, the combination rule

is, defined as follows:

mij(γa) , (mi ⊗mj)(γa) =
∑
γb, γc

γb ∩ γc = γa

mi(γb)mj(γc). (2.4)

The main drawback of these approaches however, is that the power set

is exponential in the number of elements of Ω. Such an issue often limits

the applicability of these methodologies, nevertheless in the literature some

approaches aimed to keep the complexity down have been introduced [58].

Moreover, computational advantages can be obtained reducing the power set

only to those subsets supported by evidences acquired at each step of the

inference algorithm.

2.3 Agility Analysis

In this section, mass distribution on the knowledge model, during real-time

evidence acquisition, is discussed. The analysis of mass distribution cha-

racteristics leads to the identification of metrics that can be employed to

improve Situation Awareness process.

2.3.1 Inability to discriminate situations

First matter taken into account is related to the capability of evidences con-

templated in the model to discriminate situations of interest. For example,

if the goal of a system is to classify a military platform and the only evidence

taken into account by the model is velocity measurement, the system could

be able to distinguish between an aircraft and a wheeled means of trans-

port, but it probably will not be able to discriminate between a car and a

motorbike. This kind of shortcoming in classification, could be imputed to:

• the lack of evidences available from field sensors;

• a wrong knowledge model.

The effect of such a kind of ineffective classification at run-time is that

the inference algorithm posts great part of mass, and consequently belief, on

a not-atomic subset, γi : |γi| > 1, of the power set Γ.
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When a model is well-defined and evidences gathered are sufficient to

classify situations of interest, as well as new evidences are acquired, the

mass distribution converges towards an atomic subset of the power set. If

this does not happen, and mass distribution converge towards a non-atomic

subset, it means that one of the two mentioned cases are occurring.

In case of lacking evidence, to increase user awareness, it could be effective

to cue the user or the system, to search for new, missing evidences. The

following optimization function could be used to maximize awareness on

situations:

f(x) = α∆
m(γi)∑
m(γj)

+ βsearch_effort (2.5)

where γi are all atomic subsets of the power set Ω, γj are the not-atomic

ones, ∆ expresses the variation of mass distribution on the subsets and

search_effort is a measure of the effort to search for new evidences. Hence,

maximizing f(x), means to maximize convergence of mass distribution to-

wards atomic subsets, i.e., precise classifications, with less effort as possible.

Indeed, if a model cannot distinguish between two or more situations, it is

easily recognizable as their support is represented exactly by same evidences.

In this case, it is worth to re-analyze knowledge about the domain of interest.

2.3.2 Mass re-allocation

If the model is running in an on-line mode, mass re-allocation can be adopted

in order to allow the algorithm to change its idea about classifications. The

contradiction is represented in the mass of the empty set. The universal set

mass is the index of the total ignorance obtained from data.

In this work we consider the Dempster-Shafer combination rule for the

aggregation of data coming from the field with last results elaborated by the

inference algorithm.

Results obtained are affected by the previous knowledge generated by

past evidences. The idea is to move all the mass from the empty set to the

universal one. In this way, at each step, new situations inside the model can

be considered.
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2.3.3 Closed world vs Open world assumption

A very strict assumption in Dempster-Shafer formulation is that situations

of interest must be exhaustive and mutually exclusive. Building such a kind

of models is very difficult, if not impossible, unless to restrict automated

reasoning to a small and well-known domain, where the closed world as-

sumption is feasible. The closed world assumption states that all possible

situations are modeled and that any other situation cannot exist.

In order to avoid such a strict and not realistic assumption, Smets in-

troduced the empty set {∅} among plausible subsets of the power set Γ. In

Smets formulation, the empty set mass is directly dependent on conflicting

evidence acquired from the field: if m(∅) > 0

• it might mean that there is some underlying conflict between the

sources that are combined, in order to produce the BBA m;

• the open world assumption is supported: Ω might not be exhaustive,

i.e., it might not contain all the possibilities. Under this interpretation,

being {∅} the complement of Γ, the massm(∅) > 0 represents modeling

errors, signifying that the truth might not be contained in Ω.

The mass of the empty set can be computed as follows:

mij(∅) = 1−
∑

γa 6= ∅
γa ∈ Γ

mij(γa) (2.6)

If m(∅) > 0, because of inconsistencies in evidence acquired up to that

time, it might mean that:

• there are problems in sources gathering evidences: for example, one of

the source produces wrong output measures;

• the situation observed evolves with time: for example, in time interval

[t0, t1] evidence acquired by the system correctly support a certain

situation γi, then, when the situation evolves and becomes γj , new

evidences gathered in time interval [t1, t2], supporting γj , result to be

in contrast with those related to [t0, t1], and cause the empty set mass

to increase and converge towards 1.
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In the mentioned cases, the knowledge model the system refers to is correct,

and the mass of the empty set increases because of malfunctioning sensors,

or because the system reasons about time-dependent situations, adopting

a time-independent model. In this case, a solution to allow the system

to classify a certain situation γi, and then correctly classify γj , without

erroneously thinking that evidence are in conflict, is to transfer the empty

set mass to the greater subset of the power set Γ, i.e., the one expressing

the highest degree of ignorance (all values of Ω are plausible), so that the

system can change itsidea about on-going observed situation.

Another reason explaining m(∅) > 0 is that the knowledge model em-

ployed does not suit situations observed. In this case, transferring the empty

set mass to the ignorance set does not lead to a correct classification of a

new situation, but causes again the increase ofm(∅). For what stated before,

such a kind of cycles can be regarded as a metric to identify modelling errors

and trigger learning process for real-time model correction.

2.4 A Case Study within Critical Infrastructure Pro-

tection

In this section, a simple case study, driven from the Critical Infrastructure

domain, as well as experimental results supporting previous considerations

are presented.

Consider the case study depicted in Figure 2.3: a power grid is controlled

by a Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) system through

some Remote Terminal Units (RTUs). The connection between SCADA

system and RTUs is granted by a telecommunication infrastructure (TLC).

Another infrastructure (i.e. train transport system) depends on the power

grid controlled by the SCADA.

We assume that 3 possible types anomalies can be detected by 3 different

intelligent sensors: alarms generated by the SCADA (X1), TLC network

alarms (X2), power grid alarms (X3). The resulting anomaly vector is v =

[X1, X2, X3]. For what concerns the causes, 4 events have been considered:

power grid failure (H1), train transport system failure (H2), cyber attack to
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Figure 2.3: Case Study

the telecommunication system (H3), telecommunication system failure (H4).

The model for the case study presented is shown in Figure 2.4, and it is

the bipartite graph G = (H,X,E) where H and X are the set of 4 possible

causes and 3 faults, respectively and E only contains direct edges in the form

(hi, xj), where hi ∈ H and xj ∈ X.

For the particular case study, the variables of interest are: Ω = {H1, H1, H3, H4}
and the power set: 2Ω = Γ : {∅, {H1}, {H2}, {H3}, {H4}, {H1, H2}, {H1, H3},
{H1, H4}, {H2, H3}, {H2, H4}, {H3, H4},
{H1, H2, H3}, {H1, H2, H4}, {H2, H3, H4},
{H1, H3, H4}, {H1, H2, H3, H4}}.

In order to apply the TBM framework, it has been provided a criterion

for the assignment of masses to the elements of Γ, starting from the anomaly

vector v has been provided. In particular, let Ψj be the subset of Ψ supported

by the j-th failure (i.e., the causes which have an outgoing edge that goes

into the j-th failure node), then it has been assigned to Ψj a mass equal to α,

representing the reliability of the sensor registering the failure; and 1− α to
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Figure 2.4: Case StudyModel

the universal set, i.e. the bigger subset expressing the maximum ignorance,

{H1, H2, H3, H4}.
In the following examples, the reliability of sensor X1 is α, the reliability

of X2 is β, the reliability of X3 is γ. The corresponding subsets supported

by each sensor and that can be derived by the model are: X1 supports

H1, H2, H3, X2 supports H3, H4, X3 supports H1, H2. This means that if

the SCADA alarm raises, the classification system will assess that one among

H1, H2 and H3 is the possible cause, without specifying the exact one.

In order to speed-up computations, each time evidence is gathered, only

a portion of the power set is taken into account, that is the portion supported

by the evidence acquired:

Ψ = {γi ∈ Γ|∃(hi, xj) ∈ E with vj > 0} (2.7)

which is the subset of Γ supported by a non-null faults, according to the

graph G. In this way it is possible to reduce the size of the power set by

considering only 2Ψ.

Let us consider a first example for the case study introduced. We will

refer to it as CaseStudyA. Suppose that a cyber attack occurs. It causes

suddenly the alarms of SCADA and TLC systems. Suppose that, after a
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while, the TLC alarm goes down as dangerous traffic is no further detected

and later, also the SCADA alarm ends as an operator reset the system to a

normal condition. The anomaly vector at different sample time assumes the

following values:

• T0: v = [α, β, 0]

• T1: v = [α, β, 0]

• T2: v = [α, 0, 0]

• T3: v = [α, 0, 0]

where it is assumed that the reliability of the SCADA sensor is α = 0.6

and that of the IDS sensor watching the TLC network is β = 0.9.

The belief of the subsets of the power set are plotted in Figure 2.5 and

mass distribution supporting the belief is shown in Figure 2.6.

It can be noticed that the classification system is successful in identifying

the atomic subset H3, corresponding to the cyber attack, as the possible

cause of alarms registered. All other subsets containing H3, present the

same belief as H3. Such correct classification has been possible as the system

received two consistent evidences at time T0 and T1 and then, even with the

only evidence on X1, the classifier keeps on believing its previous estimate.

It can be noticed that the mass distribution is more focused on H3 rather

than the belief measure, that is properly a possibility measure.

Let us consider now another example related to the same case study:

CaseStudyB, where the same conditions than CaseStudyA are verified, apart

from the acquisition of an inconsistent measure at time T2. Suppose that

only at time T2, X3 sensor rises a false alarm related to the power grid. The

anomaly vector at different time samples is therefore the following:

• T0: v = [α, β, 0]

• T1: v = [α, β, 0]

• T2: v = [α, 0, γ]

• T3: v = [α, 0, 0]
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Figure 2.5: CaseStudyA: Beliefs supporting the power set

where γ = 0.3. The belief of the subsets of the power set are plotted

in Figure 2.7 and mass distribution supporting the belief is shown in Figure

2.8.

It can be noticed that the system registers correctly an inconsistency in

mass distribution at T2 and, consequently, at T3, due to the false alarm of

X3, but it keeps on estimating correctly a cyber attack, H3, as cause of the

alarms.

In the example named CaseStudyC, it has been assumed that at first a

cyber attack occurs, arising X1 and X2 alarms, then, due to the attack, a

failure on the power grid occurs causing alarm X3. The vector of anomaly

is reported hereafter:

• T0: v = [α, β, 0]

• T1: v = [α, β, 0]
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Figure 2.6: CaseStudyA: Mass distribution on the power set

• T2: v = [α, 0, 0]

• T3: v = [α, 0, 0]

• T4: v = [0, 0, γ]

• T5: v = [0, 0, γ]

where γ = 0.7. The belief of the subsets of the power set are plotted in Figure

2.9 and the mass distribution supporting the belief is shown in Figure 2.10.

It can be noticed that at the beginning, the classifier estimates correctly

H3 as the most plausible cause of X1 and X2 alarms, but when X3 is rised,

it registers high inconsistencies on the mass distribution at time samples

T4 and T5, without being able to change the idea about the belief of a

new cause of power grid alarm. This is coherent with what was stated in
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Figure 2.7: CaseStudyB : Beliefs supporting the power set

the previous section: Evidence Theory framework is well suited for time-

independent situation recognition, but not dynamic pattern recognition.

In order to allow the system to classify H2 correctly, as consequent event

of H3, in example CaseStudyD, we apply the mass re-distribution described

in previous section. In particular, up to time T3 the system classifies H3 as

cause of alarms; at time T4 X3 is acquired and results in contrast to previ-

ous estimations; at time T5, when X3 is again acquired, the inconsistency

expressed by the empty set mass as it gets close to 1 and the system cannot

classify H2 as the right cause. At time T6 the mass redistribution is applied,

i.e. the empty set mass is added to the universal set {H1, H2, H3, H4} mass,

and the system changes idea about estimation and can identify correctly the

subset {H2, H1} as possible cause of X3 alarm, while the belief of H3 de-

creases. The anomaly vector for the example is:
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Figure 2.8: CaseStudyB : Mass distribution on the power set

• T0: v = [α, β, 0]

• T1: v = [α, β, 0]

• T2: v = [α, 0, 0]

• T3: v = [α, 0, 0]

• T4: v = [0, 0, γ]

• T5: v = [0, 0, γ]

• T6: mass re-distribution

• T7: v = [0, 0, γ]

• T8: mass re-distribution
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Figure 2.9: CaseStudyC : Beliefs supporting the power set

• T9: v = [0, 0, γ]

Note that at time T8 mass distribution is applied a second time in order to

further reduce the inconsistency with previous estimation and it should be

applied until m(∅)→ 0.

The belief of the subsets of the power set are plotted in Figure 2.11 and

mass distribution supporting the belief is shown in Figure 2.12.

It can be noticed, that the mass re-distribution allows to the classifier to

change its idea about its classifications and to recognize different situations in

different times. This achievement allows the employment of Evidence Theory

in dynamic pattern recognition, besides to the domain of static classification.

In the previous section we assessed that the measurement of inconsistency

related to the empty set mass is a useful metric to recognize a well-structured
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Figure 2.10: CaseStudyC : Mass distribution on the power set

model. Imagine that in CaseStudyD, at time T4 an evidence in contrast with

a previous estimation is acquired, but, despite of CaseStudyD, the evidence

that follows is not coherent among them as they do not fit the model: even

applying mass re-distribution, the inconsistency will never go to 0 and will

tend towards 1, unless continuous redistribution of inconsistent mass is ap-

plied. Such kind of trend of m(∅) is therefore a useful metric to highlight

ineffective models for observed situations.

One possible action to take in these cases is to modify the knowledge

model employed as a reference. In our example, the problem stems from

raising alarms X2 and X3 at the same time. In fact, the intersection of

the related hypotheses of these alarms is the empty set. For this reason,

a possible approach is to increase the frame of discernment, adding a new

hypothesis H5. This hypothesis H5 is linked by two edges that go into X2
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Figure 2.11: CaseStudyD : Beliefs supporting the power set

and X3 alarms. The new knowledge model is depicted in Figure 2.13.

Let now consider the new knowledge model and the following vector of

anomalies:

T0: v = [α, β, 0]

T1: v = [α, β, 0]

T2: v = [α, 0, 0]

T3: v = [α, 0, 0]

T4: v = [0, 0, γ]

T5: v = [0, 0, γ]

T6: mass re-distribution

T7: v = [0, 0, γ]

T8: mass re-distribution

T9: v = [0, 0, γ]

T10: v = [0, β, γ]

T11: mass re-distribution
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Figure 2.12: CaseStudyD : Mass distribution on the power set

T12: v = [0, β, γ]

T13: mass re-distribution with new hypothesis in the knowledge model

T14: v = [0, β, γ]

T15: mass re-distribution with new hypothesis in the knowledge model

T16: v = [0, β, γ]

The mass re-allocation process is still necessary to allow the evaluation

to evolve. As shown in Table 2.1, applying the mass transfer is not enough to

model possible causes occurring in the field. As soon as it is noticed that the

empty set mass increases and decreases with mass re-distribution, at time

step T13, the new hypothesis H5 is introduced and, at T14, the higher value

of mass is allocated on H5 hypothesis. The empty-set mass is reduced, and

this is still true at time T16, after another execution of mass-reallocation.
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Figure 2.13: The new knowledge model, considering a frame of discernment

of 5 hypotheses

The label associated to H5 can be the fire explosion described in the initial

part of the example, but in real-time context and with automatic procedures,

identifying the meaning associated to H5 can be very difficult without the

help of human operators.
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Table 2.1: Mass Assignment considering at T13 the new knowledge model

T9 T10 T11 T12 T13 T14 T15 T16

{∅} 0.0187 0.8733 0 0.6575 0 0.2520 0 0.0650

{H1} 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

{H2} 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

{H3} 0.0078 0.0024 0.0024 0.0007 0.0007 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001

{H4} 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

{H5} - - - - 0 0.4142 0.4142 0.7512

{H1, H2} 0.8734 0.0943 0.0943 0.0708 0.0708 0.0089 0.0089 0.0009

{H1, H3} 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

{H1, H4} 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

{H1, H5} - - - - 0 0 0 0

{H2, H3} 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

{H2, H4} 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

{H2, H5} - - - - 0 0 0 0

{H3, H4} 0.0002 0.0270 0.0270 0.2447 0.2447 0.0805 0.0805 0.0244

{H3, H5} - - - - 0 0 0 0

{H4, H5} - - - - 0 0 0 0

{H1, H2, H3} 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

{H1, H2, H4} 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

{H1, H2, H5} - - - - 0 0.0460 0.0460 0.0236

{H1, H3, H4} 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

{H1, H3, H5} - - - - 0 0 0 0

{H1, H4, H5} - - - - 0 0 0 0

{H2, H3, H4} 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

{H2, H3, H5} - - - - 0 0 0 0

{H2, H4, H5} - - - - 0 0 0 0

{H3, H4, H5} - - - - 0 0.1775 0.1775 0.1266

{H1, H2, H3, H4} 0.0998 0.0030 0.8763 0.0263 0.0263 0.0008 0.0008 0.0000

{H1, H2, H3, H5} - - - - 0 0 0 0

{H1, H2, H4, H5} - - - - 0 0 0 0

{H1, H3, H4, H5} - - - - 0 0 0 0

{H2, H3, H4, H5} - - - - 0 0 0 0

{H1, H2, H3, H4, H5} - - - - 0.6575 0.0197 0.2718 0.0082
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Chapter 3

Data Mining and Situation

Awareness: synergies for

knowledge model definition

and refinement

3.1 Data mining application to Situation Aware-

ness

One of the most felt issue in the Information age is related to the availability

of huge quantities of data and the inability to correlate them to targets of

interest, or to employ them for knowledge model construction that could

lead to the definition of preventivate actions and countermeasures.

Management of information stored in Databases (DB) in order to discover

hidden correlations, clusters of data and related descriptions is addressed

by the Data Mining (DM) discipline; whereas critical situation recognition

and threat evaluation, starting from heterogeneous observations is an issue

addressed by Situation Awareness doctrine.

Both approaches deal with classification, but DM is generally applied

off-line, on a set of data that can eventually be prepared for subsequent sta-

tistical analysis. Such kind of data structures leads to the definition and
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refinement of the so-called Data Warehouse (DW), where different classifi-

cation techniques can be applied. Indeed, SAW manages on-line acquisition

of data and tries to fit them to a previously defined model, describing the

domain of interest. In other words, DM allows extracting distinguishing fea-

tures of data; SAW tries to give a meaning to data, explaining why it has

been gathered/observed.

The application of both approaches in the same system could be done as

follows:

• adopting DM techniques to discover if and how information stored in

DBs are correlated to a specific target of interest (e.g. bomb attack

event);

• employing mined correlation to build knowledge models, related to the

target of interest;

• adopting those models for Situation, Threat Assessment and Process

Refinement (JDL levels 2, 3 and 4).

In this chapter, it is proposed a system architecture contemplating the ap-

plication of DM and SAW approaches as described before.

3.2 Related Works

Only in recently published works researchers on possible influences between

Data Mining and Data Fusion domains can be found.

In [34] data mining, and in particular an event co-reference process, is

adopted to identify descriptions of the same event across sentences, docu-

ments, or structured databases. In McConky’s work the goal is to understand

if different textual descriptions, stored in different DBs, refer to the same

event, through the application of a customized event extraction technique

and the evaluation of an event similarity measure. Also in the proposed ar-

chitecture, the correlation between an event of interest and others, stored in

different DBs, must be evaluated, but the focus is on causal, temporal and

spatial correlation, rather than on similarities. Despite McConky’s work,

information managed in our work are properly structured for data mining
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classification, so that issues related to natural language interpretation are

not taken into account.

Moreover, while our work presents an overview of a wide system archi-

tecture, in [34] the focus is on the implementation details of textual event

description correlation and user Situation Awareness is supposed to be in-

creased by presenting to the user the collection of all existing descriptions of

the same event. In this work, SAW is regarded in a more complex view: user

SAW is related to understanding the undergoing situation and to evaluating

its threat. In this regard, the proposed system architecture supports the user

through the application of inference algorithms on agile knowledge models,

which are refined through relations mined in DB records.

In [40] it is proposed a mixed approach combining data mining and

Bayesian Network approach, where BNs are built and validated employing

data stored in DBs, and through a refinement process performed by the user.

In contrast to the work presented herein, Data Mining is meant as a learning

process more than a way to discover implicit correlations among data.

In the work of Salerno [41], from the comparison and analysis of the JDL

and Endsley models for Situation Awareness, a new framework for SAW is

proposed. Within this framework, Data Mining techniques are mentioned for

their potential to discover relationships between entities in a database and

employ them to generate predictive models capable of describing what has

been examined in terms of an abstract mathematical formalism (usually, a

graph-theoretic construct). Nevertheless, details on Data Mining application

within the architecture are not elaborated upon.

Another case study in which Data Mining is applied to SAW is reported

in [42], where Data Mining is integrated with information visualization tech-

niques. The so called visual data mining approach aims to integrate the user

in the knowledge discovery process using effective and efficient visualization

techniques, in order to discover anomalies in maritime traffic.

Finally, [43] presents an Advanced Driving Assistance System that anal-

yses situational driver behavior and proposes real-time countermeasures to

minimize fatalities/casualties. The system is based on Ubiquitous Data Min-

ing (UDM) concepts. It fuses and analyses different types of information

from crash data and physiological sensors to diagnose driving risks in real
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time. UDM is meant as the process of analyzing data from distributed and

heterogeneous sources, with mobile devices or within sensor networks.

3.3 An architecture combining Data Mining and

Data Fusion

In this section the overview of a system combining DM and DF techniques

within the intelligence domain is presented. As mentioned before, the pro-

posed architecture aims to combine Data Mining techniques to inference

algorithms, specifically employed for Situation/Threat Assessment and pat-

tern recognition.

The goal of Data Mining is to discover relationships among data stored in

different and huge databases, and to define clusters of records, characterized

by similarities with regard to certain kind of relations. Situation Awareness

methodologies allow the user to recognize situations of interest, observing

data acquired real-time from different and heterogeneous sensors.

The link between the two approaches can be summarized as follows:

Data Mining approach is employed to define correlations among data stored

in databases, and events or objects of interest for the user; mined correlations

are employed to build knowledge models adopted in the Situation Awareness

process.

Data Mining techniques employed in this work refer to supervised clas-

sification, where main features describing cluster of information are known

and algorithm goal is to assess the belonging of data to each cluster. In

particular, clusters will be defined according to temporal, spatial and causal

relations.

Indeed, Situation Assessment techniques employed in this work refer to

the Hidden Markov Model, which is able to describe pattern of dynamic and

time-dependent situations through a graph of nodes and edges, representing

states and relationships among them. In particular, the output of the data

mining process (i.e., relationships among data stored) is employed to build

and refine iteratively refine the Hidden Markov Model adopted in the infer-

ence process, where observations from the field feed the model and allow it
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to estimate the on-going situation, to project it, and to evaluate its threat

according to the related impact.

Finally, relationships discovered in the Data Mining phase are regarded as

cues for evidence search, contributing to JDL Level 4 functions, i.e. Process

Refinement [32]. In next paragraphs, the details of the system architecture

and the process of combining the methodologies as previously described, are

reported.

3.3.1 System architecture overview

In Figure 3.1 is depicted the overall system architecture. The input of the

system are observations gathered from the field and a Target Of Interest

(TOI), specified by the user. Observations are continuously stored in in-

telligence databases and feed the Hidden Markov Model employed in the

Situation Awareness process. A TOI represents a target of particular inter-

est for a user, such as a specific location, a military base, or a particular

event. When a user is interested in analyzing a specific TOI, the user can

define this TOI and provide it as input to the proposed system in order to

discover everything that could be correlated to it; this will help in developing

a course-of-action to prevent related threats.

The outputs of the process are basically a TOI correlation tree and a

Hidden Markov Model. The first is built by the Data Mining module, dis-

covering different levels and kinds of correlations, among DB records and the

specific TOI. The final TOI correlation tree is defined by taking into account

previous correlation trees built for the same kind of TOI. The HMM is gener-

ated by the Agile Model Construction Module, that translates relationships

discovered among DB records in the states and transitions of the HMM. This

is then employed for pattern recognition and threat assessment related to the

specific TOI. The system contemplates also an Evidence Search Module for

SAW refinement. When the system is operational, it manages a set of HMMs

and related TOI correlation trees, which correspond to a set of type of TOIs.

Observations are employed to feed HMMs and alert the user about threats

related to TOIs. Each time that a specific TOI becomes of greater interest

(the user defines it as input of the system), a refinement process is started
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and leads to HMM and correlation tree refinement. In this way, models of

the most critical TOIs are exactly those model most refined, according to

stored observations and previous analysis.

Figure 3.1: System Architecture Overview

3.3.2 Architecture components

Main components of system architecture are listed below:

• Target Of Interest (TOI) - It represents a target of particular inter-

est for the user, such as a particular military base, a particular radar,

platform, or a particular event. For interest, we mean the need of

the user to gather all correlated information from intelligence DBs, to

monitor it and to prevent possible threats related to it. The definition

of TOIs depends on the particular records stored in system DBs. A

TOI can be characterized be the following information:

– Type : it specifies the type of a TOI, such as event, location, city,

and action. All TOIs of the same type refer to the same correla-

tion tree and, consequently HMM. For example, Bomb explosion

could be the type of the TOI related to a real event of bomb

explosion.
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– Name : it describes the specific TOI.

– Time : this field defines the temporal information related to the

TOI, such as the date, and time range.

– Location : it indicates the geographical location related to the

TOI.

• Data Mining Module - The main purpose of this module is to mine

correlations among records of intelligence DBs and the TOI specified by

the user. Data Mining techniques taken into account in this work refer

to unsupervised and supervised classification, allowing to define data

clusters, according to a set of given variables. The variables chosen in

this work express temporal, causal, and spatial correlation.

– Intelligence Databases : they represent the Data Warehouse and

Data Marts (Data Marts contain a specific subset of data of in-

terest from a Data Warehouse), on which the Data Mining mod-

ule is based. They could be related to any kind of intelligence,

such as Image Intelligence (IMINT), Communications Intelligence

(COMINT), Human Intelligence (HUMINT), Signal Intelligence

(SIGINT), but an intermediate process is required to prepare

them for the following type of analysis:

∗ Temporal analysis: two records are temporarily correlated

if the distance between their temporal feature is within a

specific time range. In particular, different kind of temporal

correlations can be defined: given a time interval among day,

week, month, year, the records could be fully overlapping,

partially overlapping, sequential.

∗ Spatial analysis: two records are spatially correlated if the

distance between their spatial feature is within a specific geo-

graphic range. In particular, different kind of spatial correla-

tion can be defined: city, region, country, or areas of different

radius.

∗ Causal analysis: two records are causally correlated if the

probability that A causes B is higher that a certain threshold
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δ : P (B|A) = NB,A/NA > δ, where NB,A is the number of

times B occurred within a certain time range, starting from

the occurrence of A, and NA is the total number of times A

occurred.

• TOI Correlation Tree - A correlation tree represents the tree of all

records or TOIs correlated to a specific one, according to at least one

of the relations mentioned before. The root of a correlation tree is

the TOI specified by the user, the nodes connected to the root with

one link represent the 1st level correlated TOIs, the nodes that are

distant 2 links from the root, represent the TOIs correlated with the

first-level-correlated TOIs, and so on, see Figure 3.2. The weight of

the links expresses the degree of correlation with the up-level node.

Figure 3.2: Example of TOI correlation tree

The size of the tree depends on the size of DBs and on the level of

correlation to be investigated. TOI correlation trees can be related

to specific TOIs, or to types of TOIs. In particular, the system first

generates a specific TOI tree; then the Fusion Module compares it to

the correlation tree of the TOI type; finally it updates the correlation

tree for the specific type of TOI and stored it as a reference in a proper

DB. In next sections, the TOI correlation tree run-time construction

is described.
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• TOI Correlation Tree DB - it stores the correlation trees generated

by the system,according to the type of TOIs defined as input by the

user. Archived TOI type trees represent the reference trees, starting

from which HMMs are built. Their construction is performed by the

TOI Fusion Module.

• TOI Correlation Tree Fusion Module - the goal of this module

is to build the correlation trees related to the type of TOIs analyzed

by the system. It takes as input a TOI correlation tree, specific for

a particular TOI; it compares it with the tree of the corresponding

type of TOI; it updates the archived tree for that type, with the newly

generated TOI tree. The update process follows the rules described

below, for each correlation level and for each node:

– If the specific TOI tree contains a node whose type it is not con-

tained in the TOI type tree, it is added with the same degree of

correlation and with the same kind of relationships (e.g., causal,

spatial, temporal);

– If the specific TOI tree contains a node whose type is already con-

tained in the TOI type tree, its degree of correlation is increased,

and the set of relationships is updated;

– If the type TOI tree contains a type of node that is not contained

in the TOI specific tree, its degree of correlation with the up-level

node is decreased, while the set of relationships is not updated;

• Agile Model Construction Module - this module’s goal is to derive,

from the TOI type correlation trees, Hidden Markov Models with which

monitor possible threats related to analyzed TOIs. HMMs of interest

are therefore those related to TOI type like events or actions (e.g.,

bomb attack, radar installation), whose threats need to be evaluated.

Translation rules employed to build a HMM from a TOI correlation

tree reflect the correlation relationships and weights mentioned above.

In particular tree nodes correspond to the states of the HMM, while

transition edges and probability reflect the weight of temporal, spatial,

and causal correlations among tree nodes.
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• Evidence Cueing Module - Once an HMM is defined, the JDL level

4 Process Refinement, a process in which sensors and inference algo-

rithms are refined can start. In the proposed architecture, the refine-

ment process is regarded as cueing the search for evidence that could

be hidden from the observation process. In particular, the module

highlights the kind of evidence the user should look for, according to

the type of TOI related to each node of the HMM.

• SAW Module - The SAW module task is to take all observations

coming from the field and to feed the HMMs stored in the HMM DB,

in order to estimate on-going plans related to TOIs. As the approach

adopted refers to Markov Theory, the inference process employs the

Viterbi algorithm [33], which given a sequence of observations, esti-

mate the most probable path and sequence of states, followed up to a

certain time. The probability of a certain path corresponds to the Situ-

ation Assessment value, which expresses the confidence that a certain

situation is undergoing. The SAW module then computes the Threat

Assessment value, and expresses the impact that a certain situation

could have, e.g.,

TA = SA value × damage caused.

3.3.3 Run-Time Process

In a real-time context, two main processes can be identified, the SAW process

and the Model Construction process. The former runs continuously, feeding

HMMs stored in DBs with observations from the field, then archived in

Intelligence DBs; the latter is triggered by the user, when the construction

and refinement of a specific TOI tree is required. The Model Construction

process affects the SAW process each time an HMM is updated. As noticed

before, most refined models are related to TOIs of greater interest for the

user. In Figure 3.3 the run-time process is depicted.
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Figure 3.3: Run-time process

3.4 Data Mining Process and Target Of Interest

Classification

3.4.1 Data Mining Overview

The Data Mining (DM) goal is to select, analyze and model huge quantities

of data, in order to discover underlying and hidden relationships of specific

interest to the DB user. DM can be regarded as an inductive methodology

for information andknowledge retrieval from empirical data to general and

theoretic rules to apply in wider contexts, in order to achieve a certain goal,

rather than simple knowledge modeling.

The Data Mining discipline intersects different research fields such as ar-

tificial intelligence, automatic learning, DB administration, statistical, and

mathematical theory. A common issue in the DM process is that data em-

ployed have often been gathered for different purposes than the one of being

analyzed. For this reason, usually DB records are dirty, sometimes incom-

plete and describing features which are not always independent. Accordingly,

if DM techniques would be applied on a DB that has not been previously

prepared, it probably would not produce any reliable result. Such a kind of

data adjustment leads to the need for the Data Warehouse (DW), which is
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an integrated collection of well structured data, oriented to the interest of

the user.

A DW is characterized by the following elements:

• Data transformation layer;

• Data preparation and storage layer;

• Data interpretation and analysis layer;

• Data presentation layer.

The DW construction process requires manual intervention, but, after

initial preparation of data, it can be partially automatized when new data

need to be stored. The information analysis process usually followed in the

DM approach is called Sampling, Exploring, Modifying, Modeling, and As-

sessment (SEMMA), proposed for the first time by the developers of the

software SAS, specific for DM analysis. The SEMMA process can be sum-

marized as follows:

• S (Sampling) - the huge quantity of data available is sampled in order

to work on a representative subset of data;

• E (Exploring) - first and general data analysis are conducted in or-

der to highlight anomalies in data, hidden dependencies (applying for

example the Chi-square test), or to evaluate the harmonization of the

data set to analyze;

• M (Modifying) - data are modified for the need to introduce parti-

cular codification and variables, or to transform quantitative variables

in qualitative, and vice versa;

• M (Modeling) - dependency models among variables are estimated;

• A (Assessment) - most explicative and general models are selected.

The strength of a model is measured not only on the sampled data em-

ployed for analysis, but especially on other sets of data, stored for validation

purposes. The first three phases of the SEMMA method are mainly related
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to the DW definition; last two phases are focused on the classification and

correlation process. In the next section, a few details on classification process

from a theoretical point of view are provided, and in particular, it describes

how the DM process is applied in the proposed framework, with details on

DW construction process and algorithms employed.

3.4.2 Classification Process

The goal of a classification process is to identify clusters of records in a DW,

so that all records in the same cluster are similar among them and dissimilar

from records belonging to different clusters.

As stated before, the classification process requires a similarity measure

definition. The similarity can be measured with regard to records of the

DW, or to features (columns) characterizing records. In the first case, the

similarity is expressed by the correlation measure, in the second case, several

measures for distances can be adopted, as Euclidean, Manhattan, Chebyshev

or Mahalanobis distance.

The correlation measure is a statistical value, between -1 and 1, computed

on a statistically representative set of data, where:

• -1 expresses the inverse correlation between the records;

• 0 expresses the independence of records;

• 1 expresses the direct correlation of records.

Among distances to measure similarity of features, the most common one is

the Euclidean distance.

There are mainly two kind of classification:

• Unsupervised classification - clusters which records could belong to are

not known;

• Supervised classification - the belonging cluster of each record is known.

The aim of unsupervised classification is therefore to identify cluster,

starting from data stored in the DW. The result of unsupervised classification

can and it is usually employed in supervised classification, whose aim is to
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express the model for each cluster, in terms of record features. The process

followed in the unsupervised classification can be summarized as follows:

1. Identification of those features allowing to better discriminate clusters,

given a set of records;

2. Definition of clusters and record aggregation, accordingly to the dis-

criminating features identified.

For the first step of the process, a largely adopted technique is called

Principal Component Analysis (PCA). It contemplates the computation of

a correlation matrix V and related eigenvalues l and eigenvectors a, so that:

V a = l a, among DW records.

The set of all eigenvectors represents the whole information related to

DW records, but among them it is possible to identify a subset able to carry

main distinguishing information of DW records. The subset corresponds

to the principal components allowing to classify records. In fact, once the

eigenvectors have been computed, it is possible to project records on the

related orthogonal subspaces, and to highlight those components that can

better classify records.

After the PCA process, the most relevant features for cluster identifica-

tion are defined and a methodology for records aggregation must be applied.

This process is called Cluster Analysis and different techniques exist. Hie-

rarchical techniques defines clusters accordingly to a matrix of distances and

the output is represented by a dendrogram, i.e. a graphic representation of

clusters on the DW record set, like the example shown in Figure 3.4.

A non-hierarchical technique is the K-average method and its fuzzy ver-

sion, the C-average method, whose output contains a description of clusters

and cluster assignation for each DW record, for further details refer to [36].

In supervised classification the cluster that each DW record belongs to is

known and the goal is to discover the dependency among record features

and the cluster, that is to express the model of a cluster in terms of record

features: Y = f(X), where Y is the cluster and X are the most relevant

features expressing the belonging of a record to the cluster. Once f(X) is

given for a certain set of data, the same function can be applied for the

classification of new different records.
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Figure 3.4: Example of dendrogram

Examples of supervised classification techniques are:

• Statistical methods

– Linear Logistic Regression - it is a type of analysis used for pre-

dicting the outcome of a binomial dependent variable, based on a

linear function of one or more predictor variables.

– Linear Discriminant Analysis - it estimates the coefficient of a li-

near discriminant function, through the maximization of the sim-

ilarity among records of a group and of the dissimilarity between

different groups.

– Classification Trees - they are employed when explicative features

X are qualitative, and they employ the ID3 algorithm in order to

identify the most convenient path to take a decision, accordingly

to what happened in the past.

• Learning methods

– Neural Networks - they allows estimation of non-linear functions

by explaining the dependency of features and clusters, [35].
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Once a classification technique has been applied, it is necessary to define

thresholds (usually depending on the frequency with which records belong

to each clusters) and, according to them, define the belonging cluster for

each record. Moreover, the classification process quality should be evaluated

through an appropriate metric, as the T-student. In next sections the Linear

Discriminant Analysis is presented, as it is the methodology employed in the

proposed system architecture. The descriptions of others techniques can be

deepened in [36].

3.4.3 Linear Discriminant Analysis

The application of the Linear Discriminant Analysis is convenient when the

following hypotheses are true:

• Explicative features X are quantitative variables;

• Explicative features X are characterized by normal distribution in each

cluster;

• Variance and Covariance matrix are homogeneous within groups.

In this methodology it is assumed that the discriminant function f(X)

is linear, of the form:

gi = β1x1i + · · ·+ βpxpi (3.1)

where g represents a score, to compare with a certain threshold to define

the belonging of the record i to the cluster, while the coefficients β must be

estimated by the algorithm.

In particular, in the linear discriminant analysis, the coefficients are the

components of the eigenvector, related to the maximum eigenvalue of the

following matrix:

D−1
W (DB) (3.2)

whereDW is the matrix expressing the deviation within a cluster, whileDB is

the matrix expressing the deviation between clusters. In order to get a good

classification, the expression Deviation Between/Deviation Within should
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be maximized (considering the maximum eigenvalue), exactly how the linear

discriminant analysis required. In this way, records of the same clusters are

as much as possible similar among them and dissimilar with regard to other

records of different clusters. The computation of the deviation matrix can

be performed as follows:

DW =

G∑
g=1

(

i=ng∑
i=1

(xgi − x̄g)
2) (3.3)

DB =

G∑
g=1

(x̄g − x̄)2ng (3.4)

A simple threshold can be defined as the average of the scores characterizing

two clusters.

3.4.4 Data Mining for Intelligence Classification

This section describes how DM methodologies are applied to the proposed

framework. In the proposed system architecture, DM process is employed

for the evaluation of correlations between a specific TOI, and others data

stored in the intelligence DBs, accordingly to temporal, causal and spatial

features.

As stated before, the first step in the DM regards the Data Warehouse

definition. In this work, details of the DW construction process are omitted,

as it is dependent on the particular and classified structure of intelligence

DBs. The output of the first three steps of the SEMMA process is similar to

Figure 3.5 which shows an example of a DW record. It is mainly character-

ized by the TOI variables already mentioned, such as name, type, temporal

and spatial information, in addition to other variables specific for each TOI.

A DW record also includes a set of variables that are necessary for cluster

analysis, and which are computed each time a new TOI is specified as in-

put. Examples of ancilary variables include the probability that the record

is associated with the specific TOI, whose value is computed as previously

described .

Even if the initial definition of the DW requires human intervention. For

example, once the DW record structure has been defined, the DW update
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Figure 3.5: Example of a DW record

process can be automated, so that when new observations are acquired from

the field, they can be automatically stored and structured as required by the

correlation analysis process.

According to the run-time process characterizing the proposed system,

when the user specifies a TOI of interest, the steps that should be followed

by the DM module are the following, see Figure 3.6:

1. DW update - the variables required for spatial, causal, and temporal

correlation with the TOI in input are computed, for all the DW records;

2. Unsupervised classification - cluster analysis is applied with regard to

the variables added in the DW for spatial, temporal, and causal corre-

lation, in order to identify clusters in the DW. Note that in this case,

the Principal Component Analysis is not necessary, as the relevant

features for classification are already known.

3. Supervised classification - linear discriminant analysis is applied to de-

fine discriminant functions of all clusters identified in the unsupervised

classification. Discriminant functions are computed for each record of

the DW, and scores and coefficients are stored for TOI correlation tree

construction.

4. TOI tree construction - for each cluster, a threshold is defined expres-

sing the level of correlation of the record with the specific TOI. All

records characterized by a score higher than the related threshold are

added at the first level of TOI correlation tree. The edge linking it

with the TOI in input is characterized by:
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Figure 3.6: Exemplification of the DM process in the proposed framework

• The coefficients of the linear discriminant function, expressing

how the record is correlated to the input TOI (for example, if

the coefficient of the Probability that the record is cause of the

specific TOI is zero, it means that there is no causal correlation

between the record and the TOI, while, if it is different from

zero, it means that causal correlation exists and depends on the

coefficient value).

• The discriminant function score, expressing how much the record

is correlated to the TOI, given the coefficient of the linear dis-
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criminant function, i.e. a specific kind of correlation (for example,

causal and partially parallel temporal correlation).

5. The size of the TOI correlation tree is increased repeating iteratively

steps 1-4, using as input TOI a node of the just-generated correlation

tree. Tree expansion could require high computation effort for the

system, that is why the expansion of the TOI correlation tree should

be stopped at the very first levels, sufficient for the proposed system

analysis.

A final consideration must be done on the TOI correlation tree construc-

tion. The frequency with which TOIs are given in the input to the system

is supposed to be considerably lower than that with which observations are

stored in the DW, and cluster analysis is strongly influenced by data em-

ployed by supervised and unsupervised classification. This means that new

observations could lead to changes in cluster models that are effectively ap-

plied only when a specific TOI is given as input to the system. As HMMs for

SAW are refined only when a TOI correlation tree is updated, independently

by the observation storage process, a HMM will be refined as much as the

related TOI is of interest for the user.

3.5 Situation Awareness and Agile Model Construc-

tion

In this work, the SA technique adopted refers to Markov Theory and con-

templates the refinement of the knowledge model on the base of hidden

relationships existing on data and discovered by the Data Mining module.

The adoption of Hidden Markov Models (HMM) for pattern recognition is

motivated by HMM capability to model plans, causal, and temporal rela-

tions among states, and by the existence of well known algorithms for path

estimation among model states.
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3.5.1 Hidden Markov Models

Markov Models (MM) [37] are powerful instruments able to model a system

that may assume discrete states, providing a prediction on the likelihood of

sequences of states that identify a pattern or behavior. The relation among

the different states is represented by means of a graph structure, where the

nodes represent the states and the edges represent the allowed transitions.

The main assumption of such a methodology is that, at each time step,

the system evolves, changing the state with a given probability, without me-

mory of the past decisions; hence the edges are characterized by a weight

that represents the transition probability. Therefore, the MM formalism al-

lows calculation of the likelihood of sequences of states, assessing the possible

behaviors along the temporal dimension. Note that the MM formalism does

not impose any constraint on the topological structure of the graph, hence

there is the possibility to model cyclic behaviors and also self pointing edges

that represent the persistence of a given state over more time steps.

Markov Models find applications in many contexts. For instance in the

financial context this instrument has been applied for the analysis of credit

risk spread [38], and while in [39] the different responses to psychological

tests were modeled using MMs.

MMs can be fed with observation, eventually noisy, acquired from the

field, in order to influence the evolution of the system. A Markov Model

with n states is defined as the 4-tuple {S, x(k), A, x0} where:

• S = {s1, · · · , sn} is the set of the states;

• x(k) = [x1(k), · · · , xn(k)] ∈ [0, 1]n is the probability vector associated

to the states at time step k, i.e., xi(k) represents the probability that

the system at time k is in the state i. Clearly it is always verified that∑n
i=1 xi(k) = 1.

• A is the state transition matrix, whose elements aij represent the

probability of passing from state i to state j, i.e. the probability

p(xj(k) = 1|xi(k − 1) = 1). Due to the probabilistic structure of

x(k), the sum of transition probabilities must be 1 (i.e., the sum along

each row of A is equal to 1).
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• x0 ∈ [0, 1]n is the initial probability vector associated to the states at

time step k = 0. Clearly the sum of these probabilities is equal to 1.

Figure 3.7 reports an example of MM with 4 states. Note that the pres-

ence of self-pointing edges for the states S1 and S4 represent the probability

to persist in the corresponding state.

Figure 3.7: Example of Markov Model

Within the standard MM framework, each state corresponds to an ob-

servable event; however, in many real cases, the states of the system are not

directly observable. Instead, a set of indirect observations may be available,

and these observations may be affected by noise. The exact motion of a

vehicle, for instance, might not be directly observable. However a noisy sen-

sorial information or a witness may provide an, although vague, hint for the

reconstruction of the state. In order to face the challenge of unobservable

states, in the literature the MMs have been suitably extended; the result is

a Hidden Markov Model (HMM).

An HMM is described by the 7-tuple {S, x(k), A, x0, O, y(k), B} where

{S, x(k), A, x0} are the same of MMs and O, y(k), B are defined as:

• O = {o1, · · · , om} is the set of m types of observation;

• y(k) ∈ [0, 1]m is the probability vector associated to the observations at
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time step k, i.e., yi(k) is the probability associated to the observation

i; again
∑m

i=1(yi(k) = 1).

• B is a n×m observation likelihood matrix, whose elements bij represent

the probability of observing oj while being in the state i, i.e., p(yj(k) =

1|xi(k) = 1).

On HMM the most widely approach adopted for state path estimation

in the Viterbi Algorithm, whose details can be found in [33].

3.5.2 Agile Model Construction Module: from Target Of In-
terest correlation trees to Hidden Markov Models

A crucial aspect in the proposed architecture is the construction of the HMM

DB employed by the system for SA. The task is accomplished by the Agile

Model Construction module that is supposed to take input from the TOI

correlation tree of a specific type of TOI (e.g., bomb attack), look into the

DB for the related HMM, and either substitute it or generate a new corre-

sponding HMM to be employed in SA.

HMMs are generated only for those TOIs representing dangerous events

or actions that, if monitored, could be prevented. In the construction of the

model, the TOI input represents the end node of the HMM. To each node

in the correlation tree, corresponds a state in the HMM, while to each link

in the correlation tree corresponds a set of transition edges, according to

the cluster correlation model. If a node in the tree is correlated to the TOI

input, this means that it belongs to a specific cluster and that its correlation

value is higher than a certain threshold. The model of the cluster is summa-

rized by the coefficients of the linear discriminant function estimated by the

supervised classification. The coefficients are then used to assign a weight

and define edges in the HMM.

3.5.3 Threat Assessment

Threat Assessment is performed by evaluating the risk related to the esti-

mated situation. In general, risk depends on the probability that a certain

situation occurs and on its impact:
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Risk = Probability × Impact

In regard to the proposed system architecture, the probability of a situa-

tion corresponds to the SA value, the impact is intended as the quantification

of the damage that offensive situations cause and it should take into account

enemy offensive capabilities and friend defensive capabilities, as well as the

influence of the environment in estimated situations.

3.5.4 Process Refinement

As stated before, the aim of process refinement is to employ results of other

JDL levels, for tuning system processes and improving the quality of elab-

orations. In this regard, in the proposed architecture, an Evidence Search

Cueing module has been introduced. It suggests to the user new evidence to

be searched, according to the states of HMMs being analyzed.
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Chapter 4

Situation Awareness

Applications

In this section an overview on two Situation Awareness frameworks that have

been designed and developed within Military domain and Critical Infrastruc-

ture Protection domain is provided .

In this regard, the state-of-the-art, system architecture, methodologies,

and application issues are described for both proposed frameworks.

The first system described is called INFUSION. It is a system for the

evaluation of situations and threats in simulated military scenarios and for

scenario projection, in order to support the decision making process in strate-

gic and tactical context. The system deals with fuzzy variables acquired from

the on-going scenario; it adopts the Evidence Theory approach to fuse infor-

mation and classify situations. Moreover, it evaluates threats by measuring

the risk of on-going situations on the target of interest. INFUSION is able

to foresee possible future scenarios, through the projection of the item of the

simulated scenario to a desired time or position. Trajectory projection of

items depends on their intent, estimated through the Bayesian approach.

The second work described in this section refers to Critical Infrastruc-

tures (CI). In the case of a natural disaster or malicious event, it is vital for

the decision makers, operators and stakeholders involved in CI protection,

to quickly understand to which extent the actual situation is critical and

possibly what are the causes and the expected effects. In this regard, the
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application of Situation Awareness to CI might increase comprehension of

complex interdependent behaviours. In this section an approach to under-

stand the possible causes of outages in different and interconnected infras-

tructures, based on the evidence of detected failures or attacks is provided.

Moreover, causes inferred are used to estimate possible undetected failures

that, together with those detected, provide a better understanding of the

infrastructure vulnerability, and the impact of outages. Such a kind of ana-

lysis is regarded as a useful support to identify effective countermeasures, in

order to mitigate risks related to malfunctioning behaviour of critical infras-

tructures. The analysis is conducted within the cyber security domain.

4.1 INFUSION system

One of the key factors for success on the battlefield nowadays is the effective

use of information. Usually commanders and analysts, in dynamic tactical

scenarios, have to manage a huge amount of data coming from different

sources related to the environment, these data may include uncertain and

incomplete information, which is difficult to correlate and analyze. Within

this context, tools able to collect data and perform automated reasoning

could provide a considerable support to the decision-making processes and

to what-if analysis.

The purpose of INFUSION system is to support users in assessing both

on-going and future situations and threats related to a terrestrial battlefield.

At the moment, INFUSION elaborates data coming from scenarios simu-

lated in a test bed developed for military training. The theoretical approach

adopted for evaluations draws the basis from Dempster-Shafer theory of evi-

dence [58] and from fuzzy logic [45] to fuse uncertain information and classify

on-going situations; from expert systems theory [44] to evaluate threats re-

lated to situations; from Bayesian Net (BN) theory [8] to estimate enemies

intent and project the current scenario. Models of situations and criteria

related to threats have been defined accordingly to NATO military doctrine

[50].

In literature, few works describe implemented Data Fusion frameworks.

In [46] ALARM system is described as a system for situation and threat
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evaluation in near real-time. In order to facilitate fast computations, the

approach adopted is based on a simple comparison of acquired informa-

tion with a checklist of criteria describing small events. The combination

of events defines more complex situations, whose threats are evaluated with

regard to the scope of situations. The system is thought to perform only a

first-pass processing of inflowing information, while the most of the analysis

effort is left to human operators. Also INFUSION can evaluate situations

and threats in near real-time, however it refers to a recognized theoretical

approach that, despite to checklists, allows the user to refine evaluations

when new information is available and to handle uncertain and incomplete

information.

In [47] a threat assessment process is described. The methodology is

based on the Cognitive Work Domain Analysis to model enemy intent and

capabilities through a Bayesian Net, and adopts the probabilistic approach

to infer enemy intent. INFUSION also adopts BNs to estimate enemy intent,

but it is used for enemy trajectory prediction, and therefore to foresee possi-

ble future scenarios. Threats are related not to enemy intent, but to the risk

of on-going situations related to friend forces. PROGNOS system described

in [48] employs probabilistic ontologies in distributed system architecture as

a means to provide semantic interoperability within an intrinsically complex

and uncertain environment. The main focus is the situation model definition

and algorithm able to manage the model; therefore despite of INFUSION,

the evaluation of risk and scenario projection are not considered.

The distinguishing features implemented for INFUSION can be designa-

ted as the capability to perform fast and light computations, suitable to warn

the operator on imminent situations and threats; the capability to foresee

possible future scenarios and allow the user to perform what-if analysis; the

capability to operate in a distributed simulated environment, compatible

with the High Level Architecture (HLA) standard [49], thereby allowing to

test the quality of evaluations and their processing time, and to train opera-

tors.
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4.1.1 System Architecture

INFUSION has been developed with the purpose of implementing functio-

nalities related to levels 2 and 3 of the JDL model, i.e., Situation and Threat

Assessment. In particular, INFUSION is able to analyze battlefield scenarios

adequately simulated in a HLA environment, that is a distributed synthetic

environment for military simulation.

The proposed system operates in HLA as a federated system for sup-

porting commander decisions. In this regard it knows the characteristics of

the battlefield and acquires all information related to the platforms, whose

identification and tracking is supposed to be already assessed.

In Figure 4.1 is illustrated the configuration of the operating environment

of INFUSION. The main components of the overall architecture are:

• Scenario Generator and Animator (SGA) - it allows the following

operations:

– Scenario creation and animation;

– Management of platforms, sensors, weapons;

– Mission planning;

– Scenario and Data distribution;

– Viewer Integration.

• INFUSION engine - it performs the elaborations on Situations and

Threats in simulated and projected scenarios.

• INFUSION Human Computer Interface (HCI) - it reports the

results of elaborations related to Situation and Threat Assessment and

allows the user to specify the necessary parameters to request the pro-

jection of simulated scenarios.

All data exchanged among federated nodes conform to the HLA standard

definition.

The main functionalities implemented by the INFUSION system are:

• Situation and Threat Assessment in simulated scenarios - INFUSION

acquires from SGA the simulated scenario and related items, and through
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Figure 4.1: INFUSION operating environment

the HCI provides, real-time estimations on on-going situations and

threats, previously modeled;

• Situation and Threat Assessment in projected scenarios - INFUSION

estimates the intents of the items in the simulated scenario; it generates

possible future scenarios, based on intents estimated; and analyzes

situations and threats in projected scenarios, in order to support what-

if analysis. In particular, the user can request the projection of the

simulated scenario in two different elaboration modes, corresponding

to different kind of what-if analysis:

1. Time Mode - the user specifies a temporal interval 4T1 and

an item of friendly coalition. Starting from the simulated sce-

nario at time T0, when the elaboration request occurs, INFU-

SION estimates a set of possible projected scenarios, related to

time T0 + 4T1; it evaluates future situations and threats; and

highlights to the user those threats minimized by each scenario,
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regarding the specified item.

2. Position Mode - the user specifies a desired position for a certain

item of friendly coalition. INFUSION projects the simulated sce-

nario from time T0, when the elaboration request occurs, to time

T0 +4T2, when the specified item achieves the desired position;

then it evaluates the future situations and threats.

The Time Mode elaboration helps the user to evaluate future situations

and threats for a particular item of friendly coalition, answering the question

"What may happen to FriendAlpha in 4T1?" and "Where should FriendAl-

pha move to be safer?. The Position Mode elaboration helps the user to

evaluate the situations and threats to which a particular item of friendly

coalition is subject, if it moves toward a certain position. The Position

Mode elaboration helps the user to answer the question "What may happen

to FriendAlpha if it moves in PositionBravo?".

The specification of a particular friendly item to analyze is necessary

to achieve near real-time performances of system. In fact, in Time Mode

elaborations, INFUSION considers a set of possible future positions for the

friendly item, corresponding to reachable positions in time interval 4T1; for

each of the mentioned positions, the system generates and analyzes projected

scenarios. If the system would consider more than one friendly item, it should

evaluate a huge number of projected scenarios, corresponding to all possible

configurations of the items, without degrading system performance. In this

case, a possible solution for the reduction of the computational complexity

could be reducing the number of reachable positions, considering only the

most likely ones for each item.

4.1.2 Situation and Threat Assessment in Simulated Scena-
rios

As already mentioned in previous sections, INFUSION is able to assess situa-

tions and threats in a simulated scenario. Situations and threats recognized

by INFUSION have been defined accordingly to NATO military doctrine.

Threats are evaluated considering the risk of on-going situations with regard

to each friendly item.
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SA and TA are performed continuously, each time updated information

is acquired from SGA. The patterns of situations and threats analyzed by

the system are described hereafter:

• Engagement - an item engages another one, the target, when it moves

towards the target and the rifle range of its weapon is smaller than

the relative distance between the items. The threat related to this

situation depends on the capability of kill of the weapon, with respect

to the target platform, and to the visibility of the target with respect

to the topography.

• Collision - a collision between an item and another one, its target, can

be estimated considering the bearing of the trajectory followed by the

item, compared to the one of its target, the relative speeds of the items,

the visibility of the target with regard to the topography. The threat

related to this situation depends on the relative mass of the platforms.

• Encirclement - the situation and threat of encirclement can be evalua-

ted considering the number of items surrounding a certain target, their

relative positions and bearing, as well as the engagement of the target

by each of the items involved in the encirclement.

The information available to the system for SA and TA are reported

hereafter:

• Digital Terrain Elevation Data (DTED);

• Item ID;

• Item coalition (Friend/Hostile);

• Item position;

• Item speed;

• Item direction of movement;

• Item weapon information;

• Item platform information.
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The mentioned data are managed as fuzzy variables, as it is assumed

that they are not completely accurate, but they carry a certain degree of

uncertainty. This uncertainty is then employed as a measure of trustiness in

all evaluations.

4.1.3 Evidence Theory to assess Situations in INFUSION
system

Criteria describing patterns and information acquired from the scenario are

employed by the system to classify the on-going situation. The approach

adopted refers to Evidence Theory, allowing the identification of causes that

generate evidence acquired from the field. Evidence can be related to hetero-

geneous information and acquired at different times, even asynchronously.

With regard to INFUSION, the correspondence between evidence (infor-

mation available) and causes (patterns of situations) is defined in accordance

to a set of criteria, drawn from military doctrine, and describing situations

which are not supposed to change with time.

The formal description of the algorithm is reported hereafter. Let a

bipartite graph G = (V1, V2, E) where:

• V1 represents the set of patterns of situations (Engagement, Collision,

Encirclement) that are considered mutually exclusive and exhaustive.

Note that this assumption can seem quite strict, but for the purpose of

this work it is assumed they are exhaustive for the domain of interest,

in fact the enemy can be involved in only those three situations; all

other kind of actions generate evidence that will support the null set

representing ignorance or contradiction.

• V2 is the set of fuzzified information available from the scenario.

• E contains direct edges in the form (v1i; v2j), where v1i ∈ V 1 and

v2j ∈ V 2, see Figure 4.2.

Edges express correlation between situations and evidence. When spe-

cific evidence is acquired from the field, the corresponding situations are

supported. In Evidence Theory, the structure of G (model of situations) is

assumed to be fixed, therefore time dependent patterns cannot be modeled.
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Figure 4.2: Correspondence between Situations and Evidences in Evidence

Theory

Let x0 ∈ Rn be the vector of information acquired from the scenario at

a certain time stamp, where the i− th component xi0 ∈ [0, 1] represents the

trustiness of related information.

Let Γ be the power set containing all possible subsets of situation pat-

terns, including the null set. The cardinality of Γ is 2|V 1|. Usually com-

putations are performed on the whole power set, in INFUSION it has been

introduced the reduced power set Ω, i.e. a set containing all subsets of Γ

related only to those elements of V1 supported by the evidence vector. The

cardinality of Ω is therefore smaller than 2|V 1| and improves computation

performances.

Let Basic Belief Assignment (BBA) be a function m : Γ→ [0, 1], expres-

sing the part of belief supporting a subset of Γ, also named as mass. BBA

function must ensure that the total belief is equal to 1:

∑
γa∈Γ

m(γa) = 1

Note that the BBA employed by the system takes into account the trusti-

ness of information acquired and the cardinality of patterns supported by the
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specific information evidence. Moreover, contradictory information supports

the null set according to Smets idea of open world assumption and contradic-

tion quantification [30] (i.e. not all situations could be modeled, information

acquired could be uncertain and therefore contradictory). When the mass

of the null set reaches high values it means that the on-going situations has

not been modeled, or that information acquired is in contrast with the past

one, i.e., the on-going situation has changed.

In both cases INFUSION redistributes the null set mass on the power set

allowing the algorithm to change idea about its evaluations.

The algorithm implemented by INFUSION system executes the following

steps:

1. It acquires the evidence vector x0 from the simulated scenario;

2. It computes masses for each subset of the reduced power set Ω, through

the BBA and in accordance to x0.

3. It computes the belief (Bel) that a certain situation is going on through

the following equation:

Bel(γa) =
∑
γb⊆γa

f(γb)

The subset of Γ with the highest belief, is the most likely to be performed

by enemy forces against a certain friendly coalition item.

4.1.4 Threat Assessment in INFUSION system

Threat Assessment is performed taking into account the risk of on-going

situations, with regard to each friendly item. In general, risk depends on the

probability that a certain situation occurs and on its impact:

Risk = Probability × Impact

With regard to INFUSION, the mentioned probability is the result of

Situation Assessment process, the impact is estimated taking into account

the following elements, for each friendly item:

• enemy offensive capabilities and friend defensive capabilities;
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• influence of environment in operations (e.g., visibility between two plat-

forms depends on terrain elevation).

Impact quantifies the damage that offensive actions cause on friendly

forces. INFUSION performs TA with regard to on-going situations and also

to the predicted ones, so that threats can be adopted by users as a measure

in action planning and decision making.

4.1.5 Situation and Threat Assessment in Projected Scena-
rios

Besides evaluate situations and threats in simulated scenarios, INFUSION

is able to evaluate them in projected scenarios, in order to help the user in

what-if analysis and to support the decision making process.

Through INFUSION HCI, the user can request a scenario projection

according to two different elaboration modes.

The detailed steps followed in both computation modes are described

below:

• Time Mode - parameters specified: friendly item and 4T1

1. A set of possible future positions for the specified item is com-

puted (if-positions). The positions are achievable by the item at

time T0 +4T1

2. The intent of enemy coalition items, with regard to the specified

one, is estimated. Two possible intents can be estimated, offensive

and not-offensive

3. According to the estimated intent of enemy items and to different

positions of a specified friendly item, several scenarios are gen-

erated (what-if scenarios) and, for each of them, an enemy item

trajectory is computed in the time interval 4T1

4. Situations and threats are evaluated in the projected scenarios

and the most favorable scenarios, with regard to the selected item,

and are highlighted by the system.
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• Position Mode - parameters specified: friendly item and its desired

future position

1. The specified item is projected in the specified position (if-position)

2. The temporal interval 4T2 is computed, according to the time

necessary to the item to achieve the specified position

3. The intent of enemy coalition items, with regard to the specified

one, is estimated. Two possible intents can be estimated, offensive

and not-offensive

4. According to the estimated intents of enemy items and to the

position of the specified item, their position at time T0 + 4T2

are computed

5. Situations and threats are evaluated in the projected scenario

In Figure 4.3 both the elaboration modes are illustrated.

	  
Figure 4.3: Scenario projection algorithm: elaboration modes
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4.1.6 Intent Estimation with Bayesian Networks

A fundamental step in the algorithm for scenario projection is the intent

estimation of enemy items, with regard to the friendly one specified by the

user. In particular, given a simulated scenario, INFUSION associates an

intent to each enemy item, between offensive and not-offensive, and according

to that, the system projects item trajectories.

In order to perform intent estimation, the Bayesian approach has been

adopted. The reader could notice that inference technique adopted for intent

estimation is different from the one adopted for Situation Assessment. The

main reason for this difference is that the interference technique depends on

the empirical knowledge structure related to situations and intent. Know-

ledge about intent is hierarchical, therefore a cause-effect model, like BNs

is well suited for its representation; on the other hand, knowledge about si-

tuations that INFUSION classifies is flat, exactly like the model structure

employed in Evidence Theory approach.

A Bayesian Net (BN) is a directed acyclic graph, which represents the

probabilistic dependencies among a set of random variables. Each node, rep-

resenting a random variable in the BN, defines alternative propositions. The

propositions must be mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive, that

is, all possibilities must be represented. The directed connections between

nodes represent the conditional probability of inferring the existence of one

node (being pointed to), given the existence of another node. Each node

can have multiple inputs, that is, many parents. Each node in the network

stores its probability distribution, given its direct parents and any associated

evidence. BNs provide a formal method for reasoning about partial belief

under conditions of uncertainty. In this method, propositions are given nu-

merical parameters signifying the degree of belief accorded them from a given

set of knowledge. The parameters are combined and manipulated accordin-

gly to the rules of probability theory. In the context of Bayesian statistics,

the probability is interpreted as the degree of belief. The BN employed by

INFUSION is depicted in Figure 4.4.

Leaf nodes are those on which evidence can be posted directly, according

to data gathered from the scenario. A priori probabilities, the Conditional
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Figure 4.4: Bayesian Net employed for intent estimation

Probability Tables (CPTs), as well as the parameters employed for compu-

tations, have been defined by experts working in the military domain. The

description of nodes in the BN is reported hereafter:

• Enemy items around specified friendly item - the node expresses the

presence of enemy items in the nearby of the specified friendly item.

The related states are many and few.

• Cooperative offensive operations against specified friendly item - the

node expresses the presence of ongoing cooperative offensive operations

against the specified friendly item. The related states are yes and no.

• Bearing - the node indicates if the enemy item is moving towards

the specified friendly item. The related states are offensive and not-

offensive.

• Speed - the node represents the enemy moving speed. The related

states are high and low.

• Distance from specified friendly item - the node expresses the distance

between the enemy item and the specified friendly item. The related

states are near and far.
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• Enemy item kinematics - the node expresses the features of movement

of the enemy item with regard to the specified friendly item. The

related states are offensive and not-offensive.

• Enemy item intent - the node represents the intent of the enemy

item with regard to the specified friendly item. The related states are

offensive and not-offensive.

When a leaf node receives evidence from the scenario, it updates its

own belief, and then propagate its evidence to its neighboring nodes, in

order to update the belief in the whole net and estimate the intent of the

related enemy item with regard to the friendly one being analyzed. The

evidence propagation algorithm adopted by INFUSION is described hereafter

[8]. Given an evidence ex on the node X of the BN, the algorithm revises

the belief vector for each node, i.e. it computes p(Y |ex), for each node Y.

For each node X in the BN, with p number of states, the following variables

have been defined, as represented in 4.5:

	  
Figure 4.5: BN node structure
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• p-ary π vector π(X)

• p-ary λ vector λ(X)

• p-ary belief vector Bel(X)

• p-ary evidence vector λe(X)

• p× n CPT p(X|U1, · · · , Un), if X has n parents U1, · · · , Un

• q-ary parent π vector πX(Ui), for each parent Ui with q number of

states

• p-ary child λ vector λYi(X), for each child Yi.

At first, the algorithm initializes the BN performing the following steps:

• set the π and belief vectors of each root node X, without any parents,

to the related prior probability distribution

• compute the π and belief vectors of the rest of the nodes performing

the following:

– set each parent π vector πX(Ui) to the π vector of Ui

– set its π vector π(X) to 4.1 if X has parents U1, U2, · · · , Un∑
p(X|u1, u2, · · · , un)

∏
πX(Ui) (4.1)

where the sum is performed on u1, u2, · · · , un, and the product

on i = 1 to n

– set its belief vector Bel(X) equal to its π vector

Once the BN has been initialized, the algorithm operates as follows, each

time an evidence λe(X) on the node X is acquired from the scenario:

• revise the beliefs of X:

– compute λ(X) as the product of all its child λ vectors and the

evidence vector

– compute π(X) as the product of all its parent π vectors
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– compute the belief vector of X as the product of its π and λ

vectors

• generate messages from X on the update of its evidence vector:

– to each parent Ui of X:

α
∑

λ(X)
∑

p(x|u1, · · · , ui−1, ui+1, · · · , un)
∏

πX(uk) (4.2)

where α is a normalizing constant, the first sum is performed on

x, the second one on u1, · · · , ui−1, ui+1, · · · , un, while the product
on k 6= i

– to each child Yi of X:

αBel(X)

λYi(X)
(4.3)

where α is a normalizing constant.

• generate same messages as 4.2 and 4.3:

– from X to each child Yi other than Yj , on the update of λYj vector

– from X to each parent Ui other than Uj , on the update of πX(Uj)

vector.

4.1.7 Scenario Projection

Once the intent of each enemy item, with regard to the friendly one specified

by the user, has been estimated, INFUSION can generate the projected

scenarios.

With regard to Time Mode elaboration, the system projects six different

scenarios in which the friendly item is supposed to move in six different direc-

tions, spanning 360◦ around it. With regard to Position Mode elaboration,

the system foresees the scenario according to the desired position specified

by the user for a friendly item.

In particular, for both enemy and friendly items, the system adopts a

linear velocity model in order to compute item trajectories in 4T1 or 4T2,

depending on the elaboration mode specified. The speed, assumed as con-

stant, is the one recorded for the item at time T0, when the request of
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elaboration occurs. The computation of trajectories takes into account the

elliptical shape of the earth and the DTED.

The most relevant factors affecting trajectory projection are coalition and

intent estimated for each item. In particular:

• if the item belongs to the friendly coalition, it is supposed to keep on

moving as at time T0, i.e. same direction and speed;

• if the item belongs to the enemy coalition and its estimated intent is:

– not-offensive, it is supposed to keep on moving as at time T0;

– offensive, it is supposed to follow the movement of its target.

Note that dependency of enemy trajectory with the intent towards only

one friendly item is a simplification: enemy trajectory could also be affected

by enemy intent towards other friendly items, by the operation it is conduc-

ting or by environment constraints.

4.1.8 Simulation Results

In this section are reported simulation results obtained with regard to diffe-

rent scenarios generated by the SGA named Presagis-STAGE. INFUSION

HCI is integrated with the Geographic Information System (GIS) NASA

World Wind.

For simulations showed in this section, INFUSION has been installed on

a Quad Core Server, with 4 GB RAM, HDD 250 Gb, 2 monitors and O.S.

Window 7. Let us consider a scenario, named Scenario1, containing in T0

two friendly items and ten enemy items, whose relative positions are depicted

in Figure 4.6. From the GIS, items belonging to the friendly coalition are

marked in blue, those belonging to the enemy coalition are marked in red, if

offensive towards Friend 1, and in yellow if not-offensive, have been printed.

Results of SA and TA elaborations performed by INFUSION reported

that Friend 1 is engaged by seven enemy items, but not encircled because

of the big distance; moreover Friend 2 is engaged by two enemy items and

risks to collide with one of them.
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Figure 4.6: Scenario1

Starting from the same scenario, INFUSION has been requested to fore-

see six possible future scenarios, 1 minute after. The results of elaborations

are depicted in Figure 4.7.

In each foreseen scenario, the item Friend 1 moves in six different direc-

tions, the enemy items whose behavior has been estimated to be offensive,

follow their target, i.e. Friend 1 ; those estimated to be not-offensive keep

on moving as of time T0.

The scenario projected in Figure 4.7 (a) results to be the worst one for

the item Friend 1, in fact, it is subject to the risks of engagement, collision

and encirclement from Enemy 1, Enemy 2 and Enemy 10. The best scenario

indicated by the system is the one in Figure 4.7 (f), where Friend 1 is subject

to the smallest engagement threat. All the other foreseen scenarios report

the collision and engagement threat.
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Figure 4.7: Scenario1 projections

4.2 An Approach for Critical Infrastructure Pro-

tection from Cyber Attacks

The industrial control systems and, therefore, also the control center of large

infrastructures are able to collect a large number of data and to show them
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to the operator. The operator is able to understand what is happening and

then choose possible actions to be performed on the equipment under control.

These systems are able to react to internal damage to the controlled system

itself, but are not able to react to external damage if it is too large, such as

which can result from natural events.

Critical infrastructures encompass a number of sectors, including many

basic necessities of our daily lives, such as food, water, public health, emer-

gency services, energy, transportation, information technology and telecom-

munications, banking and finance, postal services and shipping. Critical

infrastructures are particular industrial systems, controlled by Supervisor

Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA). SCADA are systems integrate data

from large number of remote locations. The data are concentrated and acted

upon by some logic processing at a central station.

Critical infrastructures have another problem: the interconnection be-

tween the different infrastructures. Interdependencies means bi-directional

dependency between the two infrastructures. Interdependencies can be of

different kinds: geographical, physical, cyber, or logic [59]. The geographic

interdependencies are due to proximity among facilities equipments. Two in-

frastructures are physically interdependent if the state of each depends upon

the material output of the other. The cyber interdependencies are related to

information technology infrastructure, and due to increase use of computer

and automation in the SCADA systems. Logic interdependency is related to

some mechanism not previously explained, as legal or policy regimes.

All critical infrastructures increasingly rely on computers and networks

for their operations. Many of the infrastructures’ networks are also connected

to the public Internet. While the Internet has been beneficial to both public

and private organizations, the critical infrastructures’ increasing reliance on

networked systems and the Internet has increased the risk of cyber attacks

that could harm the nation’s infrastructures.

The SCADA systems were first introduced in the 80’s and 90’s and they

are still used. These systems, including those installed until some years ago,

did not consider the security aspects. These systems were designed with a

monolithic structure, isolated from the outside world and with proprietary

standards for communication between control centers and field devices.
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Over time, because of the rapid growth of the Internet and telecom-

munications networks, the SCADA system has changed often, coming to a

distributed structure, with standardized and well documented communica-

tions, like TCP/IP and Modbus. These SCADA systems are usually also

connected to a corporate network. In addition, these SCADA systems ex-

change data in the clear with no encryption or authentication algorithms;

however, encryption can degrade the communications performance.

However, in recent years, there is a growing need to evaluate the SCADA

systems also from the point of view of security. This need arises due the

great importance of these systems on the welfare of citizens and nations.

In 2010, the discovery of Stuxnet [51] demonstrated how computer attack

on industrial control systems and SCADA systems are possible. Stuxnet is

able to infect Windows computers, and to recognize the industrial control

systems, using special root-kit. In 2010 and in 2011, the number of SCADA

vulnerability disclosures and exploits has dramatically increased by many

orders of magnitude. Terry McCorkle and Billy Rios have found 100 SCADA

bugs in 100 days, thanks to free software available on-line. [52]

Impact evaluation of cyber attacks and their consequences are very diffi-

cult to define. The problem is highly complex due also to interdependencies

existence. In fact, the cascading effects are sometimes not easy to find,

especially with the growing complex interdependencies of modern telecom-

munications.

Currently, the impact assessment of faults must also consider the pos-

sibility of evaluating the effects of cyber attacks, which are realistic within

the Critical Infrastructure Protection. The introduction of firewalls, intru-

sion detection systems (IDS) and degree of separation between the business

network and the control system network is a good step toward increasing

security, but may not be enough.

In fact, the resilience of facilities can be achieve by means of information

exchange among States and infrastructure owners. The information can be

transmitted using national and international agencies, like Computer Emer-

gency Response Teams (CERTs), or early warning and alerting networks, as

European Information Sharing and Alert System (EISAC), American Na-

tional Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center (NCCIC) or
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the Australian Cyber Security Operations Centre (CSOC). [53]

All the agencies, listed above, were created with the goal of intermedi-

ating with infrastructure operators in case of possible cyber attacks. Each

infrastructure suspected of being under attack, warns its agency or CERT

that shares information with other agencies and infrastructures that may be

affected in the attack. In addition, they provide mitigation mechanisms and

countermeasures.

The architecture, described in next sections, is able to provide an early

warning of possible cascading faults and cyber threats. It is also able to define

the level of risk to the infrastructure, defined at different levels of abstraction,

and using metrics such as Quality of Service (QoS). The architecture can also

show possible countermeasures and adapt the software of existing perimetric

equipment, such as firewalls, IDSs, and Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPSs).

4.2.1 Real Time Global Awareness

The proposed architecture, see Figure 4.8, is designed to help facility ope-

rators understand what is happening and what could happen within their

infrastructures. A portion of this structure was conceived and tested within

FP7 EU project MICIE [54] (Tool for systeMIc risk analysis and secure me-

diation of data exchanged across linked CI information infrastructurEs).

Within MICIE, the aim of improving cooperation among infrastructures

has led to the establishment of a fully distributed architecture where the

potential effects of failure among infrastructures are exchanged in a secure

manner. Security is guaranteed by the presence of particular gateways using

communication protocols with encoding and encryption. Security is also

ensured by the transmission of data, which include the levels of quality of

particular services. [55]

The MICIE system is able to define the risk level of each infrastructure

and of each service and equipment. Then, the impact of faults are evaluated

in a distributed manner. Each facility assesses its consequences after failures,

at all levels of abstraction, including the quality of services. Then, these

values are exchanged among connected facilities and they are considered as

input values for the other facilities, able to understand the values of Quality
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Figure 4.8: Proposed architecture for critical infrastructure protection by

cyber threats

of Service (QoS) and to evaluate repercussions.

This system is going to be upgraded to also integrate cyber awareness.

[57], [56] For cyber awareness, we refer to the ability of the system to alert

the user of faults, generated by intrusions, and cyber attacks in general. In

fact, awareness is a process that leads to increased knowledge of the system,

the causes that generated failures and the quality of services to customers.

So awareness helps to make decisions based on better knowledge of what is

happening because of the integration of all available data. In the proposed

architecture, cyber awareness can be realized by means of Intrusion Detection

and Prevention Systems, or by equipment, able to detect anomalous packet

flows among SCADA telecommunication networks. These equipment send

their outputs to a SCADA control centre.

The framework is now able to include the cyber threats, catalogued by the

Distributed Cyber Awareness module depicted in Figure 4.8, in the module

able to evaluate impact assessment. The module able to evaluate impact

assessment is labeled Distributed Impact Assessment and shown in Figure

4.8. Both modules are fed with all values generated by the field equipment

and then received by the SCADA control centre.

The Risk Prediction and Distributed Future Situation Awareness module,
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also depicted in Figure 4.8, is devoted to evaluating metrics and generating

realistic predictions for all equipment and services described in the scenario.

This module has been already presented inside the MICIE project, but the

metrics are very simple and can be updated using fuzzy logic for example.

All values and data are distributed among the various interconnected

infrastructures. Data can be subdivided in two groups: the one directly

obtained by field sensors and cyber sensors, and the other obtained by as-

sessment and prediction.

All these data are aggregated in order to achieve global awareness, as

in Figure 4.8. The term global denotes the fact that all data to reach the

best understanding are available. This module can run algorithms in order

to (a) find the causes of faults, (b) backtrack of malware and virus, or (c)

determine the actual impact caused by the faults.

In Figure 4.8, there is also a module for countermeasure selection or adap-

tation. This module is able to show a list of all applicable countermeasures

to facility operators, to select contingency strategies at each possible level of

abstraction. Countermeasures may include all instruments in the scenario

that can be configured by commands, such as a firewall that allows raising

the level of danger or communication policies between control centers and

Remote Terminal Units (RTUs.)

In the following sections some aspect of this architecture is shown.

4.2.2 Mixed Holistic-Reductionistic Model: an approach for
impact assessment and prediction

In this section, we introduce a Mixed Holistic Reductionistic approach (MHR).

In such a perspective, the best aspects of holistic and reductionistic ap-

proaches are maintained: the interdependencies among elementary compo-

nents are modelled with the reductionistic method, and the relations at high

level are modelled through the holistic vision.

Between these two levels, there is another level called Service Provider

(SP). These entities are demanded to provide an aggregate resource or service

to reductionistic elements, and their values are considered as the Quality of

Service.
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With a reductionistic perspective, each infrastructure is decomposed into

a web of interconnected elementary entities (or blocks); these entities receive

and generate resources, and may propagate failures according to proximities

of different natures; therefore, their behaviour depends on the interactions

(mutual or not) with the other reductionistic elements. Moreover, their

capability to correctly operate also depends on the availability and quality

of some aggregate resources (or services) provided by SPs.

Service Providers are introduced as functional blocks demanded to pro-

vide specific, yet high level, functions to reductionistic elements belonging

to the same or different infrastructure. Analogously to reductionistic ele-

ments, SPs require and provide (aggregate) resources and may suffer and

propagate some failures; this allows modeling of complex and high-level fa-

ilures (e.g. the effects of cyber attacks) that, instead, are very complex to

model with a mere reductionistic perspective. The operativeness of each SP

is largely influenced by the operative condition of the infrastructures, and

by the policies and management strategies adopted in the specific context

by the infrastructure’s stakeholders.

Holistic blocks represent the holistic view of the infrastructures, and they

interact with other holistic entities exchanging their operativeness. In this

case the failure block allows modelling specifically some events like malicious

behaviours, that should be very difficult to model at different abstraction lev-

els. Holistic blocks have the duty to influence the operative conditions of SPs

on the base of the feedbacks received from reductionistic elements and consid-

ering also the overall status of the infrastructure itself. Moreover every holis-

tic node must provide adequate management service to SPs, by means of the

definition and execution of adequate control actions (i.e., flow redirections,

parameter configuration, event-driven suspension/reactivation/recovery, etc

..) in order to react to adverse events which may cause a degradation or

denial of the aggregate resources provided by SPs and generate cascading

propagation of faults.

Finally, a holistic node must be aware of the operativeness of its own SPs,

in order to obtain a complete knowledge of the status of the infrastructure

itself and then update the overall operativeness accordingly. In Figure 4.9

there is an example of MHR application, considering two infrastructures: the
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telecommunication network and the power grid.

Figure 4.9: An MHR example, with its agents and layers

The overall system of system is decomposed into a set of n entities, and

the spreading mechanisms of m resource typologies and k classes of failure

are considered.

Such framework considers multiple interconnection matrices, which rep-

resent the different typologies of interaction; the result is a multi-graph,

which allows performing complex topological and dynamical analyses.

Within this approach, all the elements follow a common general model:

• Elements exist in order to produce, and transport or consume tangible

or intangible resources (goods, services, policies, management, etc);

• Elements may suffer faults or failures;

• Different faults may be propagated (or propagate their negative effects)

according to proximities of different nature;
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• The capability of each element to provide the required resources may

depend on its operative condition, which is based on the availability of

the resources it requires and on the severity of the failures that affect

it.

Moreover, in order to effectively represent the uncertainty of human ope-

rators and actors, all the variables describing the dynamics of entities are

expressed by Fuzzy numbers (FN). Fuzzy numbers can be seen as the most

natural way to introduce model and data uncertainty in a technical vernac-

ular.

Moreover, the interdependency is modeled by means of multiple adja-

cency matrices, resulting in a multi-graph. Finally, each quantity is modelled

by means of Triangular Fuzzy Numbers, allowing encoding vague information

and providing an estimation of the certainty of the simulation/prediction.

The model is able to manage faults and also some characterizations as of

which the type of fault, such as cyber fault or failures due to earthquakes.

So the MHR model can handle different propagation due to different fault

causes: the propagation pattern of a malware or a cyber intrusion is com-

pletely different from the spreading of a fire.

The numerical value of each entity is considered also as a risk of mal-

functioning. The holistic node of a telecommunication network has as fuzzy

value, the risk value of the entire working facility. The value represents both

the risk evaluation process and the deriving uncertainty of this process.

4.2.3 A case study

In this section, a simple case study is reported in order to support the effec-

tiveness of the proposed approach within the cyber domain. The reference

scenario described hereafter will be adopted for simulation results. Let us

consider the following three infrastructures:

• A power grid providing electricity to both civil and government cus-

tomers (i.e. police offices, houses, etc..)

• A telecommunication network, connecting power control rooms and the

Remote Terminal Unit (RTUs) of the mentioned power grid, connected
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to the tele-controlled breakers. The telecommunication network is a

typical SCADA network.

• A telecommunication infrastructure connected to the SCADA network

for packet forwarding to very distant RTUs, and also for feeding mobile

customers, as policemen around the city.

A SCADA system is a system specifically oriented to industrial system

control and management. A RTU (Remote Terminal Unit) is an electronic

device located in the field and connected with the SCADA by means of a

telecommunication network, or in some case by means of serial socket.

Connections among infrastructures are shown in Figure 4.10. The power

grid is controlled by the SCADA control system through the telecommuni-

cation network. SCADA network is, then, interconnected to telecommunica-

tion network, by means of specific gateways realizing the switching interfaces.

Figure 4.10: Interdependencies among critical infrastructures considered in

the case study

In the telecommunication network, information is exchanged among con-

trol center and telecontrolled circuit switches. In case of failures on the power
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grid, the reconfiguration of all networks is necessary; this procedure is real-

ized through command packets addressed to SCADA and to RTUs, in order

to open and close the necessary switches. Moreover, all telecommunication

equipment fed by the transmission power grid are fed by UPS (Uninterrupt-

able Power Supply) system, not vulnerable to power grid failures.

Breakers are components employed in the electrical circuit interruption in

case of suspicious power flow. They are characterized by quick response and

little closing and opening times, like milliseconds. Breakers are employed in

protection and control strategies, but they can also be employed for opera-

tion and maintenance purposes. Switches are devices adopted to physically

separate power grid elements belonging to interconnected networks. Their

response time to open/close orders are longer than the one of breakers. Con-

sequently, they are regarded as elements to be operative after the intervention

of breakers. The combined action of breakers and switches guarantees the

complete physical and galvanic isolation of interconnected elements.

The next section reports how the MHR approach can be applied to the

scenario described before and depicted in Figure 4.10; where possible end

users of power grid and telecommunication network services are indicated.

The three infrastructures have some interfaces, in fact some equipment are

strictly related one to another, e.g. the RTUs of SCADA network with the

telecontrolled breakers, or are the same agents, like for the telecommunica-

tion infrastructures.

In 4.10, some possible customers are depicted: some buildings, both for

civil and military purposes, are fed by telecommunication network and by

power grid distribution.

4.2.4 Simulation Results

In this section, simulation results related to the implementation of the sce-

nario according to the MHR model are presented.

In the implemented model, the Service Layer models the infrastructure

capability to feed end users depicted in Figure 4.10, and it is able to recon-

figure the infrastructure, triggering specific routines. following figures 4.11

through 4.15 show the evolution of operative level of infrastructure compo-
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nents when a cyber attack occurs. The simulated attack is supposed to cause

the denial of service of a telecommunication router, then effects are propa-

gated among infrastructures as described hereafter. Finally, we will assume

that a second fault on the power grid distribution network occurs, and we

will analyze its effects on the already affected infrastructure.

Notes that the MHR approach manipulates fuzzy number, and especially

Triangular Fuzzy Numbers (TFNs). These numbers are a way to express

uncertainty. The triangular fuzzy number is defined by four (crisp) numbers:

the left, the medium, the right value and the height. These values define an

area, instead of a single number and are those plotted in the following figures.

In Figure 4.11, the operative level of the affected telecommunication

router is depicted. The decreasing over time of the operation of the router is

due to the nature of the fault itself: a cyber attack is assumed to cause the

DoS (Denial of Service), if the affected component is a telecommunication

node.

Figure 4.11: Operative level of a telecommunication node

The DoS of the telecommunication router has repercussions on some

other agents in the models, belonging not only to the telecommunication
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network, but also to the other two infrastructures, as the SCADA network.

If the affected telecommunication router is an interface between the two in-

frastructures, the effect of faults is directly transmitted to the interconnected

elements in the SCADA network. While the affected telecommunication node

is not directly connected to the SCADA network, as assumed in the proposed

case study, fault effect will cause possible delays on the packet transmission

and eventually packet dropping, as Figure 4.12

Figure 4.12: Operative level of a SCADA network agent

In Figure 4.13, the telecommunication reconfiguration service operative-

ness is depicted. As it can be noticed, the trend is strictly connected to

the nature of fault. The DoS attack on the telecommunication router causes

dropping of several packets. As the reconfiguration service can accomplish

its task controlling infrastructure components by packages sent, the DoS of

the telecommunication network strongly affect its QoS.

Repercussion of the cyber attack can be registered also in the power grid.

In fact, in case of a second fault on the distribution power grid, the ability

of the power SCADA to reconfigure the network is very reduces: the power

grid reconfiguration requires packet transmission from the SCADA to the

tele-controlled circuit breaker.
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Figure 4.13: Operative level of the telecommunication reconfiguration service

This process aims to identify and isolate the fault area and then reconfi-

gure the network by means of open/close commands. If packet transmission

is not granted, the power grid reconfiguration service is strongly affected.

Figure 4.14 presents the operative level of the reconfiguration process for

power grid. The reconfiguration process QoS decreases rapidly, because some

configurations are not allowed, due to troubles in the communication chan-

nel.

Finally, the operative level of telecommunication service to an end user

(i.e. the police building) is displayed in Figure 4.15. As it can be noticed,

the telecommunication delay felt by users is slightly longer than the one in

4.11. From what was presented in this section, it is possible to conclude

that a cyber attack on a scenario like the one described in this section,

can significantly affects strongly telecommunication nodes and reconfigura-

tion services of all interconnected infrastructures. With this regard, effective

countermeasures should be addressed to introduce redundancy in telecom-

munication channels.
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Figure 4.14: The operative level of the reconfiguration service in the power

grid infrastructure

Figure 4.15: The operative level of a telecommunication customer
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Conclusions

The topic of this PhD thesis is the Situation Awareness discipline, intended

as the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time

and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their

state in the future.

Thanks to advances in data acquisition, transfer and archiving technolo-

gies, the chance to realize systems able to support human operators in being

aware of the observed situations, possible threats and future evolutions has

become realistic.

In the development of such kind of systems, several issues have been

raised and many scientific approaches have been formalized.

Within this work an overview of most common approaches adopted in Si-

tuation Awareness has been discussed. In particular Bayesian networks have

been described, as a powerful tool able to perform statistical inference and

to determine the probability of a behavior or situation, given the probability

of atomic events or the probabilistic sensorial information. Then the MMs

have been presented as a compact cyclic representation aimed to represent

the behaviors or situations by means of a sequence of state transitions. Fi-

nally Evidence Theory has been presented has a data aggregation procedure

able to cope with different and contradictory information sources.

Among open issues highlighted within SAW, related for example to infer-

ence algorithms, performance evaluation, effective visualization of analysis

results, the one related to knowledge management has been addressed. In

fact, knowledge modeling in Situation Awareness is regarded as a basic re-

quirement for correct inference about on-going situations and threats.

With this regard, the agility of a model has been defined as a feature of
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those knowledge models able to highlight inconsistencies and contradictions

in information acquired and to employ them, together with human advices,

to revise themselves.

Despite of learning approaches, the focus has been on identifying metrics

for on-line evaluation and on-line correction of the model. In particular, the

characteristics of the model employed in Evidence Theory approach have

been analyzed. Features of models unable to discriminate situations have

been presented. The mass of the empty set has been indicated as an effec-

tive metrics to express the fitness of the model to the observed situation.

Moreover, a variation to the rule for mass combination has been introduced,

in order to allow the system to recognize time-dependent situations, and to

change its idea about previous estimation.

Some indications have been provided in order to use the mentioned me-

trics for model refinement and simulation results related to a simple case

study, driven from the Critical Infrastructure domain, have been presented.

Model agility has be identified as a powerful feature in JDL Level 4 Pro-

cess Refinement, because it can guide and improve the overall data collection

process, eventually cueing the user or the system to search for lacking infor-

mation.

Main features identified for an agile model are the following:

• an agile model does not require to be perfect since its construction: it

can be obtained with imperfect knowledge of the whole system, because

it is able to learn from its experience;

• agility extends the model lifetime: agile models are able to manage a

greater number of scenarios that maybe were not even included when

the model was created;

• an agile model is more resilient, more robust, and able to perform

better and wider range of real life scenarios.

Beside to the definition of agility, this work has investigated the chance

to adopt Data Mining approach within Situation Awareness in order to allow

the construction of knowledge models able to recognize effectively situations

of interest, that can be specified by the user in real-time. With this regard a
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system architecture has been proposed. Data mining techniques are adopted

to mine hidden relations among data stored in intelligence databases. The

output of the Data Mining process is then used to build knowledge models

employed for situation and threat assessment. Both databases and Situation

and Threat Assessment processes are fed with observations gathered from

the field.

The mentioned Data Mining process is triggered by the specification of a

particular target of interest by the user. Once this target is given as input,

the system Data Warehouse is updated through the computation of variables

expressing spatial, causal and temporal correlation between each record and

the target itself. Then the unsupervised classification is performed in or-

der to identify clusters of data that are characterized by the same kind of

correlation with the specific target. When clusters have been identified, the

supervised classification, and in particular the linear discriminant analysis,

is applied to estimate models of each cluster as linear functions whose coef-

ficients expresses the dependency of the correlation score with the spatial,

causal and temporal variables, introduced in the DW. The output of the Data

Mining process (clusters of records and their models) is employed to build

Hidden Markov Models for the recognition of situations of interest. The pro-

posed architecture contemplates the refinement of knowledge models each

time user requires the analysis of a certain target. Therefore, HMMs related

to most critical TOIs are also those more frequently refined.

Finally, considerations have been derived from the application and imple-

mentation of SAW methodologies into the military domain and the critical

infrastructure protection.

Within military context, the INFUSION system has been developed and

presented. INFUSION is a tool able to perform situation and threat assess-

ment in scenarios simulated by Presagis-STAGE, and to project the sim-

ulated scenario, according to the Situations and threats recognized at the

moment by the system are those of encirclement, engagement and collision.

The generation of future possible scenarios takes into account the presence

of relieves, the intent estimated for each item, and a constant velocity model

for trajectory prediction.

The implementation of the mentioned Situation Awareness framework
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has lead to the quantification of threat as the product between the probability

that a certain situation occurs and its impact.

Major difficulties in INFUSION development have been related to model

definition for situations and threats, and to parameter tuning of the Bayesian

Net employed for enemy intent estimation. In both cases, we referred to the

opinion of experts in the military domain, but further works have to be done

to automate the learning process from simulated datasets.

With regard to Critical Infrastructure Protection, Situation Awareness

techniques have been applied in order to increase the awareness about causes

of malfunctioning, such as natural disasters or malicious events, as cyber at-

tacks. Interdependent infrastructures have been modeled though the Mixed-

Holistic Reductionist approach in order to evaluate the effects of the follow-

ing cyber attacks, occurring to two interconnected infrastructures, that is a

telecommunication and power grid infrastructure: denial of service, denial

of access, denial of control and manipulation of view.

Our belief is that the framework of Situation Awareness suits the context

of protection of Critical Infrastructures, in fact the understanding of mal-

functioning behavior causes allows to estimate possible not detected failures,

whose identification is crucial to evaluate the vulnerability of infrastructures

and the impact of outages. Detected failures, together with not detected but

estimated failures, are relevant to project the state of infrastructures, better

perform risk assessment and undertake the most effective countermeasures.

4.2.5 Further Research Activities

Topics encompassed in this work touch different aspects of SAW discipline,

hence further researches have been indicated for different domains and listed

below:

• Analysis related to agility of knowledge models adopted in inference

techniques, other than Evidence Theory.

• Implementation and validation of the system whose architecture aims

to combine data Mining approach with Situation Awareness techniques.
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• INFUSION system improvements in order to allow the following capa-

bilities:

– contemplate artificial and natural obstacles, meteorological con-

ditions and timing;

– evaluate new situations and threats in urban scenarios;

– define new behavioral models, for items and clusters in the sce-

nario, and their projection;

– profile the visualization of Situation Awareness elaboration accor-

dingly to the role of each INFUSION user, in order to provide him

with the most relevant information.
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